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The swan song of Philip of Cleves (1456–1528) : innovative tomb 
sculpture and ducal imagery in the Ravenstein mausoleum*
Ruben Suykerbuyk
Creative experiments in the early decades of the six-
teenth century breathed new life into monuments for the 
dead. Their makers introduced an element of spectacle, 
thus pushing funerary sculpture in the Low Countries to 
magnificent innovation. For instance, consider the well-
known tomb for Count Engelbert ii of Nassau and Cim-
burga of Baden of c. 1531–34 (fig. 1). If the deadness of the 
deceased is overtly emphasized in the transis shrouded 
on a black marble base, devoid of any stately decorum, 
the monument as a whole is strikingly animated by four 
kneeling figures at the corners, ready to lift up a second 
slab bearing the late count’s armor. No sleeping gisants 
here, lying on a massive sarcophagus, and no pleurants 
with faces hidden in hoods, bewailing the loss of life. 
Greater macabre spectacle characterized the tomb of 
the Liège cardinal and prince-bishop Érard de la Marck 
of 1528, where a free-standing, life-size, kneeling cardi-
nal is summoned into his tomb by the beckoning figure 
of Death (fig. 2).1 Yet, waves of iconoclasm in the later 
sixteenth century, Baroque refurnishing in the seven-
teenth and abolition of ecclesiastical institutions in the 
later eighteenth substantially reduced the initial num-
ber of these tombs, and just like so many others, De la 
Marck’s is now only known through descriptions and 
depictions. This lack of extant examples makes it hard to 
assess sepulchral developments in the era preceding the 
dominance of Cornelis Floris’s influential style and his 
innovative designs for all sorts of memorial monuments 
throughout northern Europe.2 The steps in the evolution 
can therefore only be mapped by the grace of the avail-
ability of material for in-depth case studies. 
The mausoleum for the lords of Ravenstein in the 
choir of the Dominican church in Brussels provides one 
such richly documented case, the exceptional nature 
and crucial importance of which has been overlooked. 
Furnished with the liturgical infrastructure for both the 
conventual services and the commemoration of Adolf 
of Cleves, Lord of Ravenstein, his son Philip, and their 
respective wives Anne of Burgundy and Françoise of 
Luxembourg, the space’s celebrated centerpieces were 
the marble and brass tombs of the two couples. Noth-
ing of them remains. Parts were sold by the Brussels Cal-
vinist regime in 1581, the convent was badly damaged 
by the French bombardment of 1695, and eventually it 
was closed, publicly sold and finally destroyed in 1797. 
Yet, a combination of archival and print sources sheds 
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1 In general see K. De Jonge, “Les fondations funéraires de la haute 
noblesse des anciens Pays-Bas dans la première moitié du Xvie siècle,” 
in J. Guillaume (ed.), Demeures d’éternité: églises et chapelles funéraires 
aux XVe et XVIe siècles, Paris 2005, pp. 125–46. For the tomb in Breda 
see E.M. Kavaler, “Being the Count of Nassau: refiguring identity in 
space, time and stone,” Nederlands Kunsthistorisch Jaarboek 46 (1995), 
pp. 12–51. For the Liège tomb see H. Kockerols, “Le tombeau du Cardi-
nal de la Marck revisité,” Bulletin de la Société Royale Le Vieux-Liège 15, 
no. 18 (2010), pp. 491–513. For an instructive analysis of the dialectics 
between life and death in tombs see M.A. Bass, “The transi tomb and 
the genius of sixteenth-century Netherlandish funerary sculpture,” in 
E.M. Kavaler, F. Scholten and J. Woodall (eds.), Netherlandish sculpture 
of the 16th century (Netherlands Yearbook for History of Art 67), Leiden & 
Boston 2017, pp. 160–87.
2 On Floris see especially A. Huysmans, “De grafmonumenten 
van Cornelis Floris,” Belgisch Tijdschrift voor Oudheidkunde en Kunst-
geschiedenis 56 (1987), pp. 91–122; A. Huysmans et al., Cornelis Floris 
1514–1575: beeldhouwer, architect, ontwerper, Brussels 1996; K. Neville, 
“Cornelis Floris and the ‘Floris school’: authorship and reception 
around the Baltic, 1550–1600,” in Kavaler, Scholten and Woodall, op. 
cit. (note 1), pp. 310–37; C. Osiecki, “Rethinking the ‘Floris-style’: the 
sixteenth-century print album of Ulrich, Duke of Mecklenburg, and his 
inspirational source for sculptural commissions,” in ibid., pp. 338–65.
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ample light on the monuments’ appearance and their 
material splendor. While the mausoleum has previously 
only been referred to in abbreviated form by means of a 
description and engraving from 1734 (fig. 3), and a par-
tial, nineteenth-century edition of a seventeenth-century 
copy of the financial accounts of the works, the present 
article offers a more thorough reconstruction and analy-
sis based on previously unknown evidence.3 Consider-
ing the complete, original accounts and other documents 
helps to identify the artists involved — among them Hie-
ronymus Bosch and the elusive Andries de Seron and 
Jacques Daret — and precisely what they did. Further-
more, a series of descriptions that preceded the 1581 sale 
and 1695 bombardment, the most elaborate of which is 
published for the first time in the Appendix, permits an 
accurate reconstruction of the tombs and the space that 
framed them.4 
In combination with an attentive reading of recorded 
epitaphs and detailed descriptions of the funerals of both 
men, I will demonstrate how Philip of Cleves, Lord of Ra-
venstein, played a key role in shaping the choir as a me-
morial space, and argue that he had deliberate reasons 
for doing so. Political events had harmed his reputation, 
and throughout the second half of his life he orchestrated 
an elaborate cultural campaign to remedy the situation. 
Through public artworks, commemorative rituals and 
heraldic trickery, he claimed a ducal status he actually 
did not have. His highly innovative tomb monument was 
the project’s crowning touch, the magnificent swan song 
of an aggrieved nobleman that posthumously fixed this 
self-fashioned image in public memory. As I will dem-
onstrate, it was of key yet undiscussed importance for 
the development of Netherlandish tomb sculpture, influ-
encing both of the above-mentioned tombs in Breda and 
3 J. Le Roy, Le grand theatre sacré du duché de Brabant, 2 vols., The 
Hague 1734, vol. 1, pp. 259–60. The seventeenth-century copy of the 
accounts is included in Vincentius Marchant, Registrum continens copias 
litterarum et instrumentorum conventus Bruxellensis fratrum praedicatorum, 
1672 (Vorst, Rijksarchief te Brussel (hereafter Rab), Kerkarchief Brabant 
(hereafter Kab), no. 12029bis), fols. 80–89, a selection of which was first 
published and discussed in A. Wauters, “Les fondeurs en cuivre à Brux-
elles aux Xve et Xvie siècles,” Bulletin de l’Académie Royale des Sciences, 
des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique 30, no. 12 (1895), pp. 627–68, 
which has remained the main reference for the tombs. The fullest and 
most recent discussion of them, mainly based on these sources, is A.J. 
Adams, Spiritual provision and temporal affirmation: tombs of Les chevaliers 
de la Toison d’Or from Philip the Good to Philip the Fair, 2 vols., unpublished 
PhD dissertation, London (Courtauld Institute) 2018, pp. 69–86.
4 The original accounts are in Leuven, Rijksarchief (hereafter Ral), 
Vlaamse Dominicanen (hereafter vD), nos. 687 and 688. The most im-
portant descriptions are by Joos van Beckberghe in 1564 (Brussels, KbR, 
Ms. G 1566, pp. 23–24, 35–36 and 41); attributed to Jacques Le Boucq, 
from the 1560s (Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France (hereafter BnF), 
Ms. fr. 5234, fols. 58–64v; see the Appendix to the present article); Jean 
Lalou, Recerches, early seventeenth century (Brussels, KbR, Ms. G 1507, 
fols. 43r-v); Antonius Sanderus, Chorographia celeberrimi coenobii Brux-
ellensis FF. Praedicatorum, Brussels 1662, pp. 3 and 7.
2 Tomb of Érard de la Marck, installed in 1528. Liège, Cathedral of 
St Lambert, drawing in Liège, Bibliothèque les Chiroux, Ms. Henri 
Van den Berch, fols. 383v-84
1 Tomb of Engelbert II of Nassau and Cimburga of Baden, c. 1531–34. 
Breda, Church of Our Lady (© Krista De Jonge)
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Liège, as well as many others. In particular, Philip argua-
bly introduced the priant tomb in the Low Countries, and 
pinpointing his specific sources of inspiration reveals 
how his idiosyncratic rationale proved to be of decisive 
importance for funerary monuments in the years to fol-
low. Furthermore, a closer look at the tomb’s reception 
and influence illustrates how the ambitious monument 
eventually even succeeded in cementing his feigned sta-
tus for posterity.
patRonS The lords of Ravenstein, a short-lived cadet 
branch of the dukes of Cleves, played a leading role at 
the highest level of politics in the Low Countries. Their 
high noble birth was crucial in this respect, as family ties 
bound them to the intricate web of the most powerful 
European dynasties, including the kings of France and 
Portugal, and the dukes of Burgundy. Adolf of Cleves 
(1425–92, fig. 4) was the second son of Adolf, Duke of 
Cleves and Count of Mark (1373–1448) and Mary of Bur-
gundy (1394–1463), herself a daughter of John the Fear-
less, Duke of Burgundy. The young Adolf grew up at the 
Burgundian court of Isabella of Portugal, third wife of 
Duke Philip the Good, who was his first cousin. In 1453 
he married Isabella’s niece, Beatrix of Coimbra (1435–
62), and after the latter’s death he would marry Anne of 
Burgundy (1435–1508), bastard daughter of Philip the 
Good. His younger sister Mary (1426–87), finally, was 
the mother of the future king Louis Xii of France. After 
the death of their father, the duchy of Cleves and county 
of Mark, with accompanying titles, passed to his older 
brother John (1419–81), but a fraternal agreement of 1450 
granted Adolf the lordship of Ravenstein.5 Strategically 
3 Joannes Laurentius Krafft, Tomb of Philip of Cleves, 
Lord of Ravenstein, and Françoise of Luxemburg, in 
J. le Roy, Le grand théatre sacré du duché de Brabant, 
The Hague 1734 (© Ghent, University Library)
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located on the river Maas, the seigniory would become 
the symbolic power base around which Adolf would 
fashion the image of the Lord of Ravenstein as a noble 
Burgundian knight. At the illustrious Feast of the Pheas-
ant organized by Philip the Good in 1454 to promote a 
new crusade, Adolf had himself dubbed the Swan Knight 
(Chevalier au Cygne) — a reference to the self-cultivated 
mythology that the Cleves dynasty descended from the 
eponymous figure of chivalric legends. Two years later, 
in 1456, he was elected a member of the Order of the 
Golden Fleece. From a young age onwards, Adolf served 
the Burgundian dukes in diplomatic missions and mili-
tary campaigns. Charles the Bold appointed him one of 
the four generals of the Burgundian army, and later even 
as stadholder-general of the Low Countries. But with the 
death of Charles in 1477, noble opposition rose against 
the politics of Maximilian of Austria, the husband of 
his daughter Mary of Burgundy, which resulted in civil 
war after her subsequent death in 1482. In opposition to 
Maximilian, a regency council was formed which ruled 
in the name of his underaged son Philip the Fair — the 
Burgundian heir — and was presided over by Adolf, who 
continued supporting Philip’s cause until his own death 
in 1492.6
Philip of Cleves (1456–1528, fig. 5), Adolf’s only legiti-
mate son and heir, on the other hand, initially supported 
Maximilian’s claims and contested the regency council 
over which his father presided. This gained him Habs-
burg favor: he was knighted in 1483 by Maximilian, who 
subsequently appointed him lieutenant-general of the 
Burgundian army and admiral-general in the fight against 
the Flemish rebels, thus making Philip one of the leading 
noblemen in the Low Countries. But in February 1488 
the tide turned. Maximilian was imprisoned in Bruges, 
only to be released after the appointment of three hos-
tages — Philip among them — to ensure his acceptance of 
the peace treaty. Yet, soon after his release Maximilian 
broke his oath, as a result of which Philip switched to the 
side of the rebellious cities and declared war. The revolt 
was eventually crushed, however, and after the death of 
Adolf of Cleves in September 1492, Maximilian threat-
ened to confiscate Philip’s inheritance, pushing him to 
finally surrender at the city of Sluis on 12 October 1492. 
Although a peace treaty was signed, the defeat marked 
the end of Philip’s high political and military career in 
the Low Countries. For some time he therefore turned to 
5 The agreement is published in C.R. Hermans, A. van Hoogstraten 
and M. van den Boogaard, Verzameling van charters en geschiedkundige 
bescheiden betrekkelijk het Land van Ravenstein, 2 vols., ’s-Hertogenbosch 
1850, vol. 1, pp. 199–216.
6 W. Blockmans, “Adolf von Kleve,” in R. Auty et al. (eds.), Lexikon 
des Mittelalters, 10 vols., Zürich and Munich 1980–99, vol. 5, p. 1214; 
R. de Smedt (ed.), Les chevaliers de l’Ordre de la Toison d’or au XVe siè-
cle, Frankfurt am Main 2000, pp. 131–34; H. Cools, Mannen met macht: 
edellieden en de moderne staat in de Bourgondisch-Habsburgse landen 
(1475–1530), Zutphen 2001, pp. 238–40; J. Haemers, “Kleef (Cleve), 
Adolf van,” in J. Maton et al. (eds.), Nationaal biografisch woordenboek, 
in progress, Brussels 1964-, vol. 18, cols. 540–47. For the legend of the 
Swan Knight and its use in tomb monuments by the counts and dukes 
of Cleves see A. Adams, “Revealed/concealed: monumental brasses on 
tomb chests: John i, Duke of Cleves, and Catherine of Bourbon, Duch-
ess of Guelders,” in A. Adams and J. Barker, Revisiting the monument: fifty 
years since Panofsky’s Tomb sculpture, London 2016, pp. 160–83, esp. pp. 
167 and 180–81, note 46.
4 Master of the Princely Portraits, Adolf of Cleves, Lord of 
Ravenstein, c. 1490. Tournai, Musée des Beaux-Arts (© KiK-iRpa, 
Brussels)
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his cousin, Louis Xii of France, who sent him to Italy and 
appointed him governor of Genoa. This ended in a fiasco, 
however, and, after Philip’s return to France in 1506, he 
tried hard to regain Habsburg favor. Definitively turning 
back to the Low Countries in 1508, he was occasionally 
charged with diplomatic and military missions on behalf 
of Margaret of Austria and Charles v, yet these roles were 
of lesser importance, and Philip would never again play 
the same key role as he had before the revolt.7
He maintained his dominions, however, including 
castles at Wijnendale and Enghien and urban palaces at 
Brussels, Ghent and Bruges. There, he housed exquisite 
collections of manuscripts and artworks that reflect the 
geographical expanse of his career and characterize him 
as a collector typical of Burgundian courtly circles of the 
day. The facade of his palace in Ghent, for instance, was 
famously adorned with a bare-chested and horned an-
tique bust of Bacchus, which was said to have come from 
Genoa.8 From Italy he must have taken other antiquities 
as well that are mentioned in the inventories drawn up 
after his death in 1528, such as marble busts of emperors 
and a copy of the Apollo Sauroctonos (“ung personage 
dhomme nud, taillé de marbre blanc, cherchant ung soron 
en son piet”). He is also known to have possessed Italian 
paintings, most notably “a large painting of the image of 
Our Lady,” which is explicitly stated to have been made in 
Milan (“ung grant tableau de l’ymaige de Nostre-Dame, 
faict à Milan et doré à l’entour”). The inventories tantaliz-
ingly never mention names, but they do reveal the broad 
scope of Philip’s interest and suggest that his collection 
was of comparable character and importance as those of 
his noble peers at court. Genre paintings with more or 
less grotesque subjects — including “a large naked woman 
and an old man on a large painting” (“une grande femme 
nue et ung viellart sur ung grant tableau”) — or of straight-
forward erotic content — such as the very unsubtle little 
entry recording “a woman who makes her husband fuck 
her behind” (“une femme qui fait baiser son cul à son 
mary”) — smoothly merge with the learned mythological 
nudes of Lucretia, Cleopatra, Jupiter, Diana and Actaeon. 
Two such works, “a large painting with the two naked fig-
ures of Mars and Venus, closed with wings” (“ung grand 
tableau de deux personnaiges nudz de Mars et Venus, cloz 
de feuillet”) and “another large painting of a beautiful girl 
undressing” (“ung autre grand tableau de paincture d’une 
belle fille qui se désabille”), were explicitly listed as hav-
ing come from Philip of Burgundy (1464–1524), Bishop of 
Utrecht, step-uncle and lifelong friend of Philip of Cleves, 
who had his own private room in the castle at Wijnen-
dale.9 Subject and provenance make an authorship of Jan 
7 Biographical overviews include A. de Fouw, Philips van Kleef: een 
bijdrage tot de kennis van zijn leven en karakter, Groningen 1937; Cools, 
op. cit. (note 6), pp. 240–42; J. Haemers, “Kleef (Cleve), Filips van,” 
in Nationaal biografisch woordenboek, cit. (note 6), vol. 18, cols. 547–57. 
Most recently, various aspects of Philip’s life and career are discussed 
in the contributions to J. Haemers, C. Van Hoorebeeck and H. Wijsman 
(eds.), Entre la ville, la noblesse et l’état: Philippe de Clèves (1456–1528), 
homme politique et bibliophile, Turnhout 2007.
8 Marcus van Vaernewijck, Den spieghel der Nederlandscher 
audtheyt, Ghent 1568, fol. 132v; F. De Potter, Gent van den oudsten tijd 
tot heden: geschiedkundige beschrijving der stad, 9 vols., Ghent 1882–1933, 
vol. 7, pp. 375–78.
9 Inventories of his collections are published in Hermans, Van 
Hoogstraten and Van den Boogaard, op. cit. (note 5), vol. 2, pp. 760–74, 
5 Master of the St Catherine Legend, Philip of Cleves, Lord of 
Ravenstein, c. 1493. Brussels, Royal Museums of Fine Arts of 
Belgium (© photo J. Geleyns Art Photography)
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Gossart very likely,10 and the painting of Christ on the 
cold stone (“ung tableau de painture d’ung Dieu de pit-
iez”), recorded in the oratory at Wijnendale, might simi-
larly have been one of the many versions of the topic for 
which the artist was known.11
RavenStein coMMeMoRation in tHe DoMinican 
cHoiR In spite of all the erotic images that adorned 
his walls, and for all the extramarital escapades that pro-
duced several illegitimate children, Philip’s marriage in 
1487 to Françoise of Luxembourg had produced no heir. 
Her death in 1523 appears to have catalyzed his decision 
to install an imposing memorial monument — a strategy 
to which childless, last scions of noble families often re-
sorted.12 Significantly, rather than a location in any of his 
personal seigniorial domains, he chose the choir of the 
Dominican church in Brussels. This decision is revela-
tory for the social and dynastic issues at stake, as it elab-
orated upon an initiative by his father, and thus reunited 
father and son at the heart of the city that was increas-
ingly becoming the seat of Burgundian-Habsburg power. 
From an early stage in the history of the Brussels convent 
onwards, both the dukes of Burgundy and the lords of 
Ravenstein had been closely involved in its development. 
With the active support of Duchess Isabella of Portugal, 
the Dominican order had obtained papal permission to 
establish itself in Brussels in 1457. A congregation soon 
settled in the city center, right next to the Mint, but it was 
only in 1486 that they could start building their church. 
The choir was finished in conjunction with the comple-
tion of Philip’s works around 1528, while the nave was 
not completed until 1548 (fig. 6).13 
Adolf of Cleves and his second wife Anne of Burgundy 
sponsored this building campaign, so much so that later 
observers automatically referred to them as the founders 
of the choir, or even of the whole convent.14 As late as 
the seventeenth century, Antonius Sanderus (1586–1664) 
claimed that they had donated a part of one of the many 
houses they owned in the city, adjacent to where the 
6 The Dominican convent in Brussels, detail from Martin de 
Tailly, Bruxella nobillissima Brabantiae civitas, 1640. (© Brussels,  
KbR)
and J. Finot (ed.) Inventaire sommaire des archives départementales anté-
rieures à 1790. Nord: archives civiles. Série B. Chambres de comptes de Lille, 
VIII: nos. 3390 à 3665, Lille 1895, pp. 422–35. Studies include J. Finot, 
“Les collections de tableaux et d’objets d’art de Philippe de Clèves, sire 
de Ravestain,” Réunion des Sociétés des Beaux-Arts des Départements 19 
(1895), pp. 154–70; G. Denhaene, “Les collections de Philippe de Clèves: 
le goût pour le nu et la Renaissance aux Pays-Bas,” Bulletin de l’Institut 
Historique Belge de Rome 45 (1975), pp. 309–42; E. Olivier, “Philippe de 
Clèves: le goût et les particularismes artistiques d’un noble bourguig-
non à travers le Recueil de mandements, d’inventaires et de pieces diverses 
concernant la succession de Philippe de Clèves,” in Haemers, Van Hoo-
rebeeck and Wijsman, op. cit. (note 7), pp. 143–59. On the friendship 
between Philip of Cleves and Philip of Burgundy see J. Sterk, Philips 
van Bourgondië (1465–1524), bisschop van Utrecht, als protagonist van de re-
naissance: zijn leven en maecenaat, Zutphen 1980, pp. 14, 34, 72–73, 77–78 
and 83–84.
10 Compare with M.A. Bass, Jan Gossart and the invention of Nether-
landish antiquity, Princeton & Oxford 2016, pp. 23–26 and 131.
11 M.W. Ainsworth (ed.), Man, myth, and sensual pleasures: Jan Gos-
sart’s Renaissance, New Haven & London 2010, pp. 207–13, cat. nos. 27 
and 28.
12 Compare with the concept of “last of the line memorials” in 
B. and M. Gittos, “Motivation and choice: the selection of medieval 
secular effigies,” in P. Coss and M. Keen (eds.), Heraldry, pageantry and 
social display in medieval England, Woodbridge 2002, pp. 143–67, esp. pp. 
144–45.
13 F. de Ridder, “Brussel: oorkonden en stukken tot het vervaardi-
gen der geschiedenis van het Dominikaner klooster,” Bijdragen tot de 
Geschiedenis 4 (1905), pp. 201–16, and 11 (1912), pp. 132–70; J.M. Arts, 
L’ancien couvent des Dominicains à Bruxelles, Ghent 1922, pp. 5–29; L. De 
Mecheleer, De orde van de Dominicanen: monasticon, Brussels 2000, pp. 
199–202; A. Jacobs and P. Loze, Bruxelles autrefois: les églises, chapelles et 
couvents disparus, Brussels 2019, pp. 72–83.
14 Lalou, op. cit. (note 4), fol. 43; Sanderus, op. cit. (note 4), p. 3.
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church was built.15 But they also provided critical fund-
ing. In his will of 10 April 1487, Adolf stated that he had 
given the huge sum of 2,000 guilders (40 Flemish gros) 
for the “nouveau grant choeur” then under construc-
tion — and, referring to this liberality, he elected it as his 
burial place. He wanted his executors to install a “belle 
et honneste tombe” for him and his wife, and founded 
a daily Mass for himself and his predecessors (“mes-
sieurs ses predecesseurs”), to be celebrated at the high 
altar with the doors in the choir screen opened (“a lhuys 
ouvert”). After each Mass the celebrating priest was to 
visit the tomb, sprinkle it with holy water, and recite the 
psalms “Misere mei Deus” or “De profundis” there. Once 
a year, on the anniversary of his death, his tomb was to 
be illuminated by four large candles. Later, on 1 Septem-
ber 1490, Anne of Burgundy added a similar Mass for her 
own spiritual welfare to the Dominicans’ daily duties, 
and she would remain an important benefactress to the 
convent even after the death of her husband in 1492.16 
No representation of their “belle et honneste tombe” 
is known, but its appearance can be reconstructed from 
the descriptions that have been preserved (see Appen-
dix).17 Located in the middle of the choir, right in front 
of the high altar, it appears to have closely resembled the 
contemporaneous tomb of c. 1488–1501 for Mary of Bur-
gundy in Bruges (figs. 7–10), which was the magnificent 
result of the collaboration between the sculptor Jan Bor-
man (documented 1479–1516) and the brass-caster Re-
nier van Thienen (presumably the Elder, doc. 1465–94).18 
On top of a black marble base lay two gilt brass gisants of 
the couple, in panoply, and with a lion and two dogs at 
their feet. On all sides the tomb was decorated with brass 
elements, with Adolf’s 16 quarters of nobility on the right 
side, those of Anne on the left, and the heraldic devices of 
Adolf flanked with those of Anne and his first wife Bea-
trix of Coimbra at the head end. The Latin inscription 
on the epitaph at the other end, held by two angels at 
the side of the altar, recorded the commemorative ritu-
als they had founded, reminding the celebrating priest 
of the contractual obligation, and emphasizing their role 
in the foundation and completion of the choir. A French 
inscription encircling the tomb meanwhile identified the 
corpses within, their noble dynastic affiliations, and their 
dates of death.19 One later description of the tomb, post-
dating its annihilation by the 1695 bombardment, further 
states that it was supported by multiple columns, recall-
ing a slightly later depiction of a comparable tomb in the 
Spinola Hours (fig. 11).20 
It is unclear when exactly the monument was in-
stalled, but it appears not to have been in place at the 
time of Adolf’s burial in Brussels on 23 January 1496, 
as a report of the event does not mention it, instead de-
scribing a pall being stretched out on the pavement, over 
the grave.21 As will be argued below, Philip of Cleves 
was probably the main designer of this event, and it is 
likely that he was also responsible for commissioning the 
tomb. After all, he and his stepmother had been appoint-
ed by Adolf as his executors.22 A presumable terminus 
ante quem for the installation is provided by a reference 
to the quality of the tomb’s brass in the 1509 contract for 
the casting of the figures surrounding the court in front 
of the ducal Coudenberg Palace (the Baliënhof), which 
were to be executed by Renier van Thienen the Younger 
(doc. 1484–1530) and Jan Borman.23 In combination with 
15 Sanderus, op. cit. (note 4), pp. 3–4; A. Buyle, “Localisation de 
l’hôtel des Ravenstein rue de l’Ecuyer,” Annales de la Société Royale 
d’Archéologie de Bruxelles 59 (1994), pp. 207–21.
16 The 1487 will is in Brussels, Algemeen Rijksarchief (hereafter 
aRa), Charters van Brabant, box 236, no. 10391, and is published in R. 
Van Belle, “Een fundatieplaat van Adolf van Kleef en Anna van Bour-
gondië,” Handelingen van het Genootschap voor Geschiedenis 137 (2000), 
pp. 66–94, esp. pp. 86–94. Records of the Dominicans’ ratifications of 
Adolf’s and Anne’s foundations are in Vorst, Rab, Kab, no. 12030, fols. 
23–25v and 25v-28v respectively.
17 Van Beckberghe, op. cit. (note 4), pp. 9 and 17; Le Boucq, op. 
cit. (note 4), fols. 58–60 (see Appendix); Lalou, op. cit. (note 4), fol. 43; 
Sanderus, op. cit. (note 4), pp. 6–7; Marchant, op. cit. (note 3), fols. 1 
and 12.
18 See A. Roberts, “The chronology and political significance of the 
tomb of Mary of Burgundy,” The Art Bulletin 71 (1989), pp. 376–400, esp. 
pp. 383–86, and most recently E. Pegues, “Borman and bronze: carving 
for casting,” in M. Debaene (ed.), exhib. cat. Borman: a family of northern 
Renaissance sculptors, Leuven (Museum M) 2019, pp. 170–77.
19 Both texts are recorded in Le Boucq, op. cit. (note 4), fols. 58r-v. 
See Appendix.
20 P.A. Rombaut, Bruxelles illustré, 2 vols., Brussels 1777–79, vol. 2, 
pp. 272–74.
21 G. Rugher, Recoeul de plusieurs obsecques et pompes funebre (Lille, 
Bibliothèque Municipale (Médiathèque Jean Lévy), Ms. 627), fol. 70v: 
“Le corps mis en sepulture ledit palle de drap dor fut… mis et estendu 
sur le pavez dessus ladite sepulture et sur ce fut remise ladite cotte 
darmes.”
22 Adams, op. cit. (note 3), pp. 76 and 83–86, came to the same 
conclusion, but she wrongly assumed that the tomb had already been 
completed in 1492.
23 Brussels, aRa, Rekenkamer, Kwijtschriften, no. 27.397, eerste 
rekening (1509–12), fols. 6r-v: “…van goeder stoffen geheeten arka, 
ende nyet argere gelijc die stoffe vander sepulturen mijns heeren van 
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9 Renier van Thienen and Jan Borman, Tomb of Mary of Burgundy 
(foot end), c. 1488–1501. Bruges, Church of Our Lady (photo: 
Dominique Provost © Musea Brugge)
7 Renier van Thienen and Jan Borman, Tomb of Mary of Burgundy (side), 
c. 1488–1501. Bruges, Church of Our Lady (photo: Dominique Provost 
© Musea Brugge)
8 Renier van Thienen and Jan Borman, Tomb of Mary of Burgundy, 
c. 1488–1501. Bruges, Church of Our Lady (© KiK-iRpa, Brussels)
10 Renier van Thienen and Jan Borman, Tomb of Mary of Burgundy 
(head end), c. 1488–1501. Bruges, Church of Our Lady (photo: 
Dominique Provost © Musea Brugge)
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the overt similarity to the tomb of Mary of Burgundy, 
this reference makes it plausible that the tomb of Adolf 
of Cleves and Anne of Burgundy likewise was the prod-
uct of the fruitful collaboration between Borman and Van 
Thienen. As will be demonstrated below, the established 
authorship of the tomb of Philip of Cleves by the respec-
tive sons of these artists further supports this hypothesis.
The couple’s liberality was evidently welcomed. 
Given their high status, their patronage added to the lus-
ter of both the convent and the city, and it is presumably 
in this light that the city’s vast subsidy of 3,000 Rhenish 
guilders in 1488 for Adolf’s sepulture should be under-
stood.24 But his decision to be buried in the Dominican 
convent in Brussels must also be interpreted as a final 
effort to shape the memory of his Burgundian-Habsburg 
allegiance for posterity. The churches in the court city 
were crowded with monuments for courtiers, and in the 
Dominican convent of Leuven, the famous tomb of Duke 
Henry iii of Brabant (c. 1231–61) and his wife Adelaide 
of Burgundy (1233–73) — illustrious predecessors of the 
then dukes of Burgundy — was similarly located in the 
center of the choir.25 After all, in form and the material 
combination of shiny brass with dark stone, Adolf and 
Anne’s tomb further clearly emulated Burgundian prece-
dents, most notably the famous examples commissioned 
by Duke Philip the Good, who as noted above was uncle 
to Adolf and father to Anne. In 1455 the duke had ordered 
a tomb for Louis of Male and Margaret of Brabant in Lille 
from brass-founder Jacques de Gérines, who in 1458–59 
furthermore collaborated with sculptor Jean de le Mer 
and Rogier van der Weyden on the tomb for Joanna of 
Brabant in the choir of the Brussels Carmelite church.26 
The affinity with the contemporaneous tomb of Mary of 
Burgundy in Bruges has already been mentioned. 
Yet, at the same time, with his choice of the Domin-
ican order Adolf also linked himself to his own house, 
as his brother, Duke John i of Cleves, had founded the 
Dominican monastery in Kalkar.27 Next to a possibly 
genuine devotional interest in the Dominicans’ activi-
ties, these were all conceivable motives and models for 
claiming the choir of the newly founded Brussels con-
vent church. The main advantage, however, was that the 
whole choir was still vacant, permitting an array of op-
tions for shaping a mausoleum: a memorial space solely 
Raevesteyn ten predickeeren in deser stadt.” Published in E. Dhanens, 
“Jan van Roome alias van Brussel, schilder,” Gentsche Bijdragen tot de 
Kunstgeschiedenis 11 (1945–48), pp. 41–146, doc. iii on pp. 132–34. Many 
thanks to Emily Pegues and Ann Adams for drawing my attention to 
this document.
24 L. Galesloot, “Notes extraites des anciens comptes de la ville de 
Bruxelles,” Compte rendu des séances de la Commission Royale d’Histoire 
ou Recueil de ses Bulletins 3, no. 4 (1867), pp. 475–500, esp. p. 492: “Heer 
Adolff van Cleven, op rekeninge van iiiM rinsgulden tot syn sepulture 
te Predicheeren.”
25 D. Guilardian, “Les sépultures des comtes de Louvain et des 
ducs de Brabant (Xie s.-1430),” in M. Margue (ed.), Sépulture: mort et 
représentation du pouvoir au moyen âge, Luxembourg 2006, pp. 491–539.
26 C.M.A.A. Lindeman, “De dateering, herkomst en identificatie 
der gravenbeeldjes van Jacques de Gérines,” Oud Holland 58 (1941), pp. 
49–57, 97–105, 161–68 and 193–219; J. Leeuwenberg, “De tien bronzen 
‘plorannen’ in het Rijksmuseum te Amsterdam: hun herkomst en de 
voorbeelden waaraan zij zijn ontleend,” Gentse Bijdragen tot de Kunst-
geschiedenis 13 (1951), pp. 13–59. Cf. Adams, op. cit. (note 3), pp. 74–75.
27 Brussels, KbR, Ms. G 1248, fol. 85.
11 Master of James iv of Scotland, Office of the dead, from the 
Spinola Hours, c. 1510–20. Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, Ms. 
Ludwig iX 18, fol. 185
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devoted to the newly established lords of Ravenstein, 
cadet branch of the dukes of Cleves.28 The choir was 
indeed neatly delineated as such: illuminated by seven 
large stained-glass windows in the apse that heraldically 
illustrated their high descent, the front of the choir was 
separated from the nave by a screen that Adolf and Anne 
had reportedly sponsored and which bore their coats of 
arms.29 Yet, this deliberate spatial distinction did not re-
sult in isolation, but on the contrary heightened the mon-
ument’s visibility: the daily opening of the choir doors 
during their Masses, as stipulated in their foundations, 
ensured the public viewing of the eternal sensuous spec-
tacle surrounding the tomb that constituted the core of 
the Ravenstein commemoration.
The Ravensteins’ founding role in the construction 
and furnishing of the choir, as well as their ritual domi-
nance of the space around the turn of the century, would 
lead one to suspect that they also provided the main 
altarpiece in front of which the daily Masses for their 
souls were to be celebrated.30 Its acquisition remains 
undocumented and no description of the work is known, 
but a seventeenth-century document reveals that it was 
painted by Hieronymus Bosch (c. 1450–1516). While 
such a late attribution should normally be treated with 
care, evidence in this case suggests that the claim was, 
in fact, correct. The source in question is a letter of 1638 
written by Petrus du Fay, a former prior of the Brussels 
convent (1627–28), narrating episodes from its history to 
his successor Thomas Lenaerts (prior in 1636, 1638 and 
1642–46). Among other things, he writes about a paint-
ing that used to function as the church’s main altarpiece, 
and which was painted by Bosch. In exchange for this 
work, the Dominican friars were obliged to celebrate an 
annual anniversary Mass for the artist’s soul, and the 
original charter of this agreement was said to remain in 
the possession of his heirs.31 There is no conclusive proof 
that this work was commissioned from Bosch by the 
lords of Ravenstein, and the obligatory celebration of the 
artist’s anniversary might even be used as an argument 
to refute such a hypothesis. But it would be odd if the 
painter from ‘s-Hertogenbosch had himself selected the 
Dominican convent in faraway Brussels as the place for 
his commemorative services, and the intermediary role 
of a patron there would make much more sense. In fact, 
other instances are known of painters being remunerated 
for completed work with both a financial and a spiritual 
reward.32 It is therefore not inconceivable that Bosch 
would have painted the altarpiece at the request of either 
Adolf or, perhaps more likely, Philip of Cleves, who paid 
him a salary and arranged for an anniversary Mass. After 
all, the painter received commissions from patrons of the 
same courtly milieu as the lords of Ravenstein, includ-
ing the Nassaus (c. 1495–1503) and Philip the Fair (1504). 
Philip of Burgundy possessed work by Bosch too, and 
to judge by Philip of Cleves’ inventories, the collections 
of both Philips must have been of comparable character 
and importance. Whatever the case, the altarpiece was 
lost by 1638. Nevertheless, in the conventual memory 
the high altar remained attached to the Cleves dynasty. 
After the 1695 bombardment, Victor Honoré Janssens 
(1658–1736) delivered a new painting for the high altar 
depicting St Vincent Ferrer, patron saint of the church, 
miraculously healing Adolf of Cleves.33
28 Neither the tombs nor the choir seem to have been referred to as 
a mausoleum in the sixteenth century, when the term appears to have 
been reserved for royal burial places, as stated in Van Vaernewijck, op. 
cit. (note 8), fol. 42r. Later sources, however, do use the term in con-
nection with this particular monument. See, for instance, Sanderus, op. 
cit. (note 4), pp. 6–7, and B. de Jonghe, Belgium dominicanum, Brussels 
1719, p. 330.
29 Van Beckberghe, op. cit. (note 4), p. 9; Sanderus, op. cit. (note 
4), pp. 6–7; Arts, op. cit. (note 13), p. 28.
30 Prior to the middle of the sixteenth century, only two memo-
rials for individuals unrelated to the lords of Ravenstein are docu-
mented in the choir. These were brass floor tablets serving as heart 
monuments — not the principal tombs — for John of Luxembourg 
(c. 1477–1508), Lord of Ville, knight of the Order of the Golden Fleece 
and chamberlain of Philip the Fair, and for Jacques de Lalaing (d. 1521), 
the oldest son of Charles i of Lalaing. See Le Boucq, op. cit. (note 4), 
fols. 63v.–64v. Philip the Fair donated a stained-glass window to the 
convent in 1502, but this was located in the cloister, not in the choir; 
see E. Roobaert, “Het leven en werk van de Brusselse glasschilder Claes 
i Rombouts en diens zonen, volgens nieuwe archivalische vondsten,” 
Oud Holland 124 (2011), pp. 1–37, esp. pp. 4–5.
31 Marchant, op. cit. (note 3), fols. 251r-v: “… anniversarii pro Hie-
ronimo Bosch, qui pinxit tabulam, quae quondam summi altaris.” On 
this document see also P. Vandenbroeck, Jheronimus Bosch: de verlossing 
van de wereld, Ghent & Amsterdam 2002, pp. 326–27 and 399, note 1411. 
There is a list of priors in De Mecheleer, op. cit. (note 13), pp. 237–40.
32 Otto van Veen, for instance, received 1,200 guilders and an an-
nual requiem Mass for the altarpiece he painted for the Dominican con-
vent in Leuven in 1614–15. See E. Van Even, “Le grand triptyque d’Otho 
Venius, du Musée royal de Bruxelles,” Bulletin de l’Académie de Belgique, 
3rd series. 18 (1889), pp. 142–53; and E. Van Even, Louvain dans le passé 
& dans le present, Leuven 1895, pp. 420–22.
33 Sterk, op. cit. (note 9), pp. 248 and 225; M. Ilsink et al., Cata-
logue raisonné: Hieronymus Bosch, painter and draughtsman, Brussels, New 
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pHilip’S cHapel Given the importance of the Domini-
can choir as lieu de mémoire for the Ravenstein dynasty, it 
is unsurprising that Philip, its last scion, chose to expand 
the mausoleum initiated by his father. In a first will he 
had drawn up on 19 September 1521 he stipulated that he 
wanted to be buried “in the same way and manner as, and 
also next to,” his father (“en la sorte et manière et aussi 
auprez de feu monseigneur nostre pere”), and he ordered 
his executors to institute a daily Mass at an altar destined 
for that particular purpose.34 The death of his wife in 
1523 sped things along, however, for his subsequent will 
of 20 May 1526 mentions a distinct, completed “chapel 
and grave that we had made” (“la chappelle et sépulture 
qu’avons faict faire”), and on 10 June 1526 he himself do-
nated the funds necessary for a perpetual, daily Mass 
for the salvation of his and his ancestors’ souls.35 These 
bequests also included provisions for the maintenance, 
cleaning and repair of the chapel and his tomb, as well 
as of the windows in both the chapel and the choir. A 
full account of the work on the chapel survives, providing 
unique information on its appearance and furnishings, 
including Philip’s tomb. Compiled by Thomas Isaacq (d. 
1539/40), king of arms of the Order of the Golden Fleece 
and appointed for the purpose by Philip of Cleves, the 
accounts securely document the many artists, craftsmen 
and suppliers involved in the construction, which began 
in 1524 and was finished by 6 April 1528.36
The chapel, dedicated to his patron saint, Philip the 
apostle, was unanimously praised by contemporary ob-
servers for its richness in both form and the materials 
used, which must have been striking in contrast to the 
material, ornamental and structural sobriety typical of 
Dominican architecture.37 No images of the chapel are 
known, apart from what can be conjectured from the 
background in the aforementioned eighteenth-century 
print depicting the tomb (fig. 3), which was located under 
the round arch that distinguished the space from the 
choir. The chapel was indeed one of the only parts to re-
main standing after the 1695 bombardment, as a result 
of which the surviving eighteenth-century ground plan 
of the convent can be considered a faithful record of its 
placement and relative proportions (fig. 12). This con-
firms that it was added to the right, south-eastern side of 
the choir, with which it was spatially connected through 
arcades. The basic structure of the chapel itself was bi-
partite. Its main space naturally had an altar, but behind 
a rood screen it also contained a private oratory for the 
Haven & London 2016, pp. 295–96 and 376–77. Janssens’ work is de-
scribed in J.B. Descamps, Voyage pittoresque de la Flandre et du Brabant, 
Paris 1769, pp. 53–54; G.P. Mensaert, Le peintre amateur et curieux, Brus-
sels 1763, pp. 90–91; L. Hymans, Bruxelles à travers les ages, 3 vols., Brus-
sels 1882–89, vol. 1, p. 379. A Circumcision of Christ is documented as 
the high altarpiece between 1638 and 1695, see Sanderus, op. cit. (note 
4), p. 4.
34 Published in Hermans, Van Hoogstraten and Van den Boo-
gaard, op. cit. (note 5), vol. 1, pp. 751–60, esp. pp. 751–52.
35 This will is published in B. de Chestret de Haneffe, “Testament 
de Philippe de Clèves et de la Marck, seigneur de Ravestein,” Bulletin de 
la Commission Royale d’Histoire 9 (1899), pp. 223–35, with the quotation 
on p. 226. A copy of the text of the foundation charter of the Mass is in 
Marchant, op. cit. (note 3), fols. 375v-378. The wording in this docu-
ment (“in sacello per nos erecto”) also suggests that work on the chapel 
was finished at that point.
36 This was the date when Isaacq presented the accounts to Phil-
ip’s executors: Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 21v.
37 Descriptions include Le Boucq, op. cit. (note 4), fol. 60v (“une 
fort Riche chapelle”); Lalou, op. cit. (note 4), fol. 43 (“une chappelle fort 
excellente en matiere, forme et tout acoutrement”); Sanderus, op. cit. 
(note 4), p. 3 (“magnificum extruxerunt”). For Dominican architecture 
in the Low Countries see T. Coomans, “L’architecture médiévale des 
ordres mendiants (Franciscains, Dominicains, Carmes et Augustins) en 
Belgique et aux Pays-Bas,” Revue Belge d’Archéologie et d’Histoire de l’Art 
70 (2001), pp. 3–111, esp. pp. 50–51.
12 Ground plan of the Dominican convent in Brussels, eighteenth 
century. Brussels, City Archives, Portefeuille no. 23 (detail)
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noble patron, connected to his adjacent private residence 
via a gallery.38 Spread over two levels, this oratory not 
only provided a view onto the high altar in the choir, but 
also conveniently had its own small altar, benches and a 
fireplace.39 A similar structure was installed for Lodewijk 
van Gruuthuse in 1472, linking his palace with the choir 
of the Bruges Church of Our Lady (fig. 13).40 
All the available evidence suggests that the archi-
tecture of the chapel was innovative and bold in design, 
which relied on the expertise of two master masons. The 
first appears in the accounts of 1524: Hendrik van Pede 
(doc. 1512–38). He assumed responsibility for the cutting 
of the stones and in all probability provided the mod-
els for that purpose, presumably acting in his capacity 
as master mason of the city of Brussels.41 The accounts 
of 1525–26 mention the name of a second mason, how-
ever. Referred to as “Andrien Danseron,” he was paid for 
a design of the chapel that was not used, but he was also 
remunerated for multiple trips from Antwerp to Wijnen-
dale, Ghent and Brussels, all three cities where Philip of 
Cleves resided.42 These payments suggest that the design 
process consisted of sustained discussions between pa-
38 Buyle, op. cit. (note 15), pp. 210–16. Compare with the gallery 
he commissioned in Groenendaal, providing a covered passage from 
his hunting lodge to the so-called tribune de l’empereur in the choir of the 
priory church; see De Chestret de Haneffe, op. cit. (note 35), pp. 227–28.
39 Ral, vD, no. 687, esp. fols. 4, 7, 10 (“le petit autel dedens lora-
toire”), 12 (“loratoire denbas et denhault”) and 21v; Ral, vD, no. 688 
(“une verriere des pieces quarees parmy laquelle on regarde au coeur”).
40 L. Devliegher, “De bidkapel van Gruuthuse te Brugge,” Gentse 
Bijdragen tot de Kunstgeschiedenis en de Oudheidkunde 17 (1957–58), pp. 
69–74.
41 Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 3: “Item, pour ordung, listes, degres, rabas 
et kerteau en pluisieurs partyes contenu en les billetz de la recepte, tout 
mesuré et visité par maistre Henry van Pe...” On his work for the city 
of Brussels see M. Hurx, Architect en aannemer: de opkomst van de bouw-
markt in de Nederlanden, 1350–1530, Nijmegen 2012, pp. 216, 278 and 
437–38.
42 Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 14: “Item Andrien Danseron pour ung pa-
tron de chapelle qui ne servy point, et deux pierres de pavees, et pour 
ses paines daller et venir d’Anvers a Wynendalle, a Gand et a Bruxelles 
par pluiseurs fois.”
43 The available evidence is collected in G.W.C. van Wezel, Het 
paleis van Hendrik III, graaf van Nassau te Breda, Zwolle 1999, pp. 122–25 
and 155–56.
13 Gruuthuse oratory, 1472. Bruges, Church of Our Lady 
(© KiK-iRpa, Brussels)
14 Facade of the south transept of the Church of St Elizabeth, 
Grave, c. 1540
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tron and artist. The final, overall plan may therefore have 
been provided by this man, who appears to be none other 
than Andrien or Andries de Seron (also spelled De or Van 
Serron or Serroen). This somewhat elusive figure played 
an important and early role in crafting antique designs in 
the Low Countries, but the scarce evidence still puzzles 
art historians. As if out of the blue, he appeared in the ac-
counts of 1531–34 for work on Henry iii of Nassau’s pal-
ace in Diest, where he is said to have been Italian. From 
1538 onwards he went on to work at the palace in Buren 
for Count Floris of Egmont, and in 1540–41 he is docu-
mented in Grave, presumably for work on the facade 
of the south transept of the Church of St Elizabeth — a 
beautiful example of the merging of Gothic and antique 
styles, as must also have been the case in the Ravenstein 
chapel (fig. 14). He was still alive in 1549, but no other 
work is documented.43 It has generally been assumed 
that De Seron’s career in the Low Countries only start-
ed with his documented work for Henry iii of Nassau, 
somewhere between 1531 and 1534, and it has even been 
suggested that Henry personally recruited him while re-
siding in Spain from 1522 to 1530.44 The evidence of De 
Seron’s intensive involvement in the Ravenstein chapel 
in 1525–26, however, refutes this possibility, and in fact 
might lend new support to Jozef Duverger’s neglected 
suggestion identifying him as the Italian master called 
Andreas, who delivered sculptures to Tongerlo Abbey 
in 1522.45 In turn, it could also strengthen earlier claims 
for his supposed collaboration on the tomb for Engelbert 
ii of Nassau (fig. 1), which was commissioned by Henry 
and has a close affinity with Philip’s tomb, as will be seen 
below.46
The room De Seron designed for Philip of Cleves was 
something of a novelty that long remained unequalled. 
This is perhaps most evident from the extensive use of 
black marble. A huge amount of the famous pierre noire 
from Dinant, supplied by Adrien Nonnon, was bought 
for the stunning sum of 2,500 pounds, making it by far the 
largest single item of expenditure, representing nearly a 
quarter of the total budget of 10,829 pounds.47 By virtue 
of its deep dark color and high quality, the stone from the 
Nonnon family quarry had an illustrious history of being 
used in many prestigious sepulchral projects throughout 
the fifteenth century, in particular for the dukes of Bur-
gundy. It was used, for instance, in the tombs of John the 
Fearless in Dijon, of Michelle de France — the first wife of 
Philip the Good — in Ghent, and of Mary of Burgundy in 
Bruges.48 Still in the 1520s, Adrien Nonnon delivered the 
black marble for important courtly projects, including 
the tomb of Guillaume de Croÿ in Heverlee (1522–25), for 
the untimely deceased Francis of Austria (d. 1481) in the 
church at Coudenberg (1525–26) and probably also that 
of Diego de Guevara (d. 1520) in the Church Our Lady 
of the Sablon.49 In the Ravenstein chapel, though, its use 
went far beyond the traditional application in the tomb 
alone. In fact, apart from the arch over the tomb, the 
whole chapel, including at least certain if not all elements 
of its vault were covered in black stone, which moreo-
ver was polished by specialized workmen from Dinant to 
give it its celebrated shiny appearance.50
44 Ibid., p. 26.
45 J. Duverger, “Seron (Seroen, Serron, Selon), Andries (André, 
Andreas) de,” Nationaal biografisch woordenboek, cit. (note 6), vol. 2, col. 
786. He also identifies him as the André Selon or Seron who worked on 
the stuccoes in Fontainebleau in 1534–35. This identification should be 
treated with care, however, as this man is not described as a mason but as 
a paintre imager and later as an imager. See L. de Laborde, Les comptes des 
bâtiments du roi (1528–1571), 2 vols., Paris 1877–80, vol. 1, pp. 89 and 91.
46 De Seron’s involvement in the Breda tomb was first suggested 
by Kavaler, op. cit. (note 1), p. 50, note 107. Importantly, it was recently 
amplified and confirmed by A. Lipińska, Moving sculptures: southern 
Netherlandish alabasters from the 16th to 17th centuries in central and north-
ern Europe, Leiden & Boston 2015, pp. 214–16.
47 Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 17.
48 F. Courtoy, “Les Nonon, marbriers dinantais,” Namurcum 26 
(1952), pp. 24–27; G. van Tussenbroek, “Belgisch marmer in de Zuide-
lijke en Noordelijke Nederlanden, 1500–1700,” Bulletin KNOB 100, no. 2 
(2001), pp. 49–71, esp. p. 55.
49 P. Valvekens, “Nieuwe gegevens over het Celestijnenklooster te 
Heverlee, gevolgd door een nader onderzoek van de sculptuur van Jan 
Mone voor de Celestijnenkerk,” Jaarboek van de Geschied- en Oudheid-
kundige Kring voor Leuven en Omgeving 23 (1983), pp. 3–69, esp. p. 8. For 
the tomb in Heverlee, see fig. 26. De Guevara’s tomb is referenced in 
the contract for Francis of Austria, which was published in A. Pinchart, 
Archives des arts, sciences et lettres, 3 vols., Ghent 1860–81, vol. 1, pp. 261–
63. See also D. Coenen, “Une oeuvre commune d’Adrien Nonnon et de 
Guyot de Beaugrant: le tombeau de François d’Autriche en l’église de 
Saint-Jacques-le-Majeur sur Coudenberg de Bruxelles,” Cahiers Bruxel-
lois 43 (2011–12), pp. 208–33, esp. p. 217.
50 Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 5v: “Item, pour pluisieurs journees de trois 
compaignons de Dinant qui ont scymenté, nettoyés et polly ladite 
chapelle.” Marchant, op. cit. (note 3), fol. 1, describes it as “a magnifi-
cent chapel, artistically made from Lydian stone” (“magnificentissi-
mum sacellum ex lapide lydio artificiose structum”). Lydian stone or 
touchstone was generically used to refer to a dark stone. The accounts 
also document the acquisition of boghes (voussoirs), ragemens (spring-
ers) and ogives in black marble from Dinant, all elements that were 
needed to construct a vault. See Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 13. For the mean-
ing of these terms see F. Doperé, “L’extraction, la taille et la mise en 
oeuvre du calcaire gréseux de Gobertange au Moyen Age,” Bulletin de 
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A second element that reveals the chapel’s bold de-
sign is the central octagonal lantern that crowned its 
vault. Consisting of eight arched windows, it illuminated 
the dark chapel space below.51 Significantly, its construc-
tion appears to have posed a considerable challenge, as 
the accounts document the difficulty of finding able ar-
tisans to execute the task. A messenger was sent out to 
summon a group a master masons “to see if they would 
be able to make the lantern,” and who were subsequently 
paid for several journeys back and forth.52 Lanterns were 
certainly an unusual feature in northern European reli-
gious architecture in the 1520s, to say the least. Leaving 
aside the fourteenth-century octagonal lantern crowning 
the crossing of Ely Cathedral, the only known precedent 
in the Low Countries was constructed in 1457–58 over 
the chapel of the residence of the dukes of Burgundy in 
Ghent.53 This was only to be followed around 1535 by the 
lantern over the crossing of the Antwerp Church of Our 
Lady (fig. 15). Given Philip of Cleves’ Burgundian de-
scent, the design of the Ravenstein chapel may have been 
inspired by the court chapel in Ghent, but inspiration is 
even more likely to have come from southern Europe. On 
the one hand, an octagonal lantern crowned the burial 
chapel of Philip’s maternal great-grandfather, King João i 
of Portugal (1357–1433), in Batalha.54 On the other hand, 
De Seron’s involvement in Brussels suggests influences 
from Italy, home to the most renowned lanterns in archi-
tectural history. The most notable instance is of course 
that on the cathedral in Florence (begun by Brunelleschi 
in 1446, completed by Michelozzo in 1461), which set the 
example for many lanterns to follow, most famously for 
that on the dome of St Peter’s in Rome, included in the 
plan from Bramante’s first, 1506 design onwards. 
More specifically, the combination of the lantern with 
the documented use of black stone in the vault of the Ra-
venstein chapel is reminiscent of two famous Florentine 
examples of funeral chapels that were similarly crowned 
by lanterns and structured by dark pietra serena: the 
Pazzi Chapel (1442–43), and the Sagrestia Nuova for the 
Medici, by Michelangelo (1519–24, fig. 16). Interestingly, 
the latter was completed immediately before work at 
the Ravenstein chapel began in 1524 and De Seron’s first 
documented presence there in 1525–26, which makes 
one wonder if he, who reportedly came from Italy, was 
acquainted with Michelangelo’s design and adapted it 
for Philip of Cleves. In any event, the symbolism of the 
ascent to heaven associated with the illuminating func-
tion of the lantern was highly appropriate for a funeral 
chapel. As William Wallace has observed in relation to 
the Sagrestia Nuova, “the lantern is the means by which 
the soul, rising from the earthly tomb below, is permitted 
to pass from this world to the next, from the darkness 
below to the light above, from death to the afterlife.”55 
The Ravenstein chapel’s unique combination of a lan-
tern crowning a dark structure covered with black mar-
ble should doubtlessly be seen in this respect. Yet, it was 
only much later, in 1651–54, that its bold design with this 
la Commission Royale des Monuments, Sites et Fouilles 16, no. 1 (1997–98), 
pp. 47–96, esp. pp. 94–95.
51 Ral, vD, no. 688: “Item encoires delivret en la lanterne au milieu 
de la vaulsure de la chappelle 16 verrieres atout 8 arquettes.”
52 Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 18: “Item, pour avoir envoyet querir des 
maistres tailleurs de pierres des gens de cottreau, pour veoir sil scouer-
oient faire la lanterne.”
53 K. De Jonge, “Bourgondische residenties in het Graafschap 
Vlaanderen. Rijsel, Brugge en Gent ten tijde van Filips de Goede,” Han-
delingen der Maatschappij voor Geschiedenis en Oudheidkunde te Gent 54 
(2000), pp. 93–134, esp. pp. 130–34.
54 J. Barker, “Frustrated seeing: scale, visibility, and a fifteenth-
century Portuguese royal monument,” Art History 41 (2018), pp. 220–45.
55 W.E. Wallace, “The lantern of Michelangelo’s Medici chapel,” 
Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz 33 (1989), pp. 17–
36, the quotation on p. 22.
15 Lantern over the crossing of the Church of Our Lady, Antwerp, 
c. 1535 (© KiK-iRpa, Brussels)
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very idiosyncratic combination would be emulated by 
Lucas Faydherbe in the famous St Ursula Chapel in Our 
Lady of the Sablon, which was commissioned by Lamor-
al ii, Count of Thurn and Taxis (1621–76) as his family’s 
funeral chapel (fig. 17).56
Colored light also fell into the tenebrous chapel space 
through a set of stained- glass windows that was com-
missioned from Claes Rombouts the Elder (d. 1531), 
who from around 1485 until his death dominated such 
productions in Brabant.57 A separate account drawn up 
by Rombouts documents the extent of his work in the 
chapel, starting on 1 October 1524. Most importantly, it 
reveals that the windows he delivered combined the he-
raldic devices of Philip of Cleves and Françoise of Lux-
embourg with anti quitez and three figurative scenes: a 
crucified Christ, Philip of Cleves presented by his patron 
saint, Philip the Apostle, and Françoise of Luxembourg 
presented by St Francis of Assisi. Comparable windows 
offered by the couple in 1514 to the church of St Wal-
trude in Mons (fig. 18), and by Philip in 1527 to St Martin 
in Liège (figs. 19, 20), provide some idea of what these 
windows might have looked like, with the requested fig-
urative scenes set within a lofty, antique framework in-
habited by putti. Over the arch between the chapel and 
the choir, under which the tomb for Philip and Françoise 
was located, Rombouts furthermore installed a large win-
dow with 12 coats of arms illustrating Philip’s quarters of 
nobility.58
All this provided a brilliant framework for the chap-
el’s furnishings. The altar — also of black Dinant mar-
ble — had two candlesticks attached to the slab with 
chains, and was surmounted by a newly made, painted 
altarpiece, for which a joiner delivered the wooden sup-
port.59 This was surrounded by elaborate sculpture. In 
56 A fragment of the contract with Faydherbe is published in 
Pinchart, op. cit. (note 49), vol. 3, pp. 244–45: “...orner et couvrir la 
chappelle rotonde ou octogone… entièrement par-dedans de pierre de 
touche.”
57 Roobaert, op. cit. (note 30), with a discussion of the work in the 
Ravenstein chapel on pp. 12–13.
58 Ral, vD, no. 688: “Item faict et delivret troix verrieres en la 
Chappelle de mondit seigneur, dont la premiere represente notre seig-
neur pendant en larbre de la croix, en lautre saint Philippe represente 
monsieur egenouillant, et en la troisiesme saint Franchois est represen-
tant madame… Item encoires faict et delivret en la meisme Chappelle 
troix verrieres… representans les devises de mondessusdit seigneur et 
aultres antiquitez… Item reprinses a refaire dune grande verriere droict 
audesur la sepulture de monsieur, douse verrieres esquelles estoient 12 
escuz touchant les quartiers de monsieur.”
59 Ral, vD, no. 687, fols. 10: “...la table sur lautel a paindre,” and 
16 Cupola over the Sagrestia Nuova, designed by Michelangelo, 
executed 1519–24. Florence, San Lorenzo 17 Cupola over the chapel of St Ursula, designed by Lucas 
Faydherbe, executed 1651–54. Brussels, Church of Our Lady of the 
Sablon (© KiK-iRpa, Brussels)
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the category “tailleur dymaige” the account names three 
sculptors who worked on the project: a certain Jacques 
Daret, his brother — probably called Pierre Daret — and 
“maistre Pasquier,” who has plausibly been identified as 
Passchier Borman (doc. 1492–1537).60 Jacques Daret’s 
high salary in comparison to the joint wage of Pierre and 
Passchier (425 as opposed to 78 pounds) clearly attests 
to his role as the leading artist in the team, but the ac-
count does not specify his work, simply recording that he 
was paid “for all his carving” (“pour touttes taillures”).61 
Ironically, the minor contributions by Pierre and Pass-
chier are spelled out in somewhat greater detail. In fact, 
part of their carvings were probably wooden models 
to be cast in brass by Renier van Thienen the Younger. 
These objects were destined to frame and surround the 
altar (“a mectre au rond de lautel”), and would have 
greatly enhanced the already reflective appearance of 
the whole chapel. An ornamental border is mentioned, as 
well as four pillars (“pilles”) to be erected on either side 
of the altar to hold up the altar curtains (fig. 11). Pierre 
and Passchier also carved the full heraldic hatchment of 
Philip of Cleves as depicted in the window in the basilica 
of St Martin in Liège (fig. 20), for instance, including his 
escutcheon, helmet and crest. Finally, they also carved 
a lectern, possibly the model for the cast Gospel lectern 
delivered by Van Thienen.62
20: “...deux chandelers pour lautel de ladite chappelle avecque chaines 
attachies a la table dautel.”
60 First by Wauters, op. cit. (note 3), p. 641. An overview of the doc-
umentation on Passchier is provided by M. Debaene, “The facts about 
Borman: a survey of archival sources,” in Debaene, op. cit. (note 18), pp. 
47–53, esp. p. 50. To this list should be added the documented commis-
sion of a sculpture of King David, referred to by K. Van der Ploeg, “Jan 
ii van Coninxloo en zijn werkzaamheden voor het benedictinessen-
klooster van Groot-Bijgaarden bij Brussel,” Oud Holland 112 (1998), 
pp. 104–26, on pp. 106 and 121, note 12. For the identification of Pierre 
Daret see A. Wauters, “Daret (Jacques),” Biographie nationale de Belgique 
4 (1873), cols. 679–80.
61 Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 11.
62 Ral, vD, no. 687, fols. 5, 11 and 17v: “Item ait encores ouvré ledit 
maistre a lautel et mectre les 4 pilles aux deux costez de lautel, de get-
ter a plomb les plaines armes de monsieur au tour dudit autel… Item 
au frere dudit Jacques Daret et a maistre Pasquier pour toutte taillure 
des rous, des chapiteaulx, patron de la natz de la traille, davoir retrail-
lie la teste de madame, des molles de lautel, des pilles dudit autel, et 
les grandes armes de monsieur pour les plaines armes, heaulme, tim-
bre et haissement a mectre au rond de lautel, ung epistolaire et autres 
petittes refections aux susdits patrons… Item audit maistre Regnier 
pour les deux grandes trailles, pour les pilles de lhuys, pour ung roy des 
plaines armes de monsieur avecque heaulme et timbre, et ung pourpitre 
18 Eve Claix, Adoration of the 
Magi, with Philip of Cleves and 
Françoise of Luxembourg, 1514. 
Mons, Church of St Waltrude 
(© I. Lecocq)
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pHilip’S toMb Most of the carvings delivered by the 
team headed by Jacques Daret, however, were related to 
what must have been the pièce de résistance of the room: 
the brass and marble tomb of Philip of Cleves and Fran-
çoise of Luxembourg. It is depicted in the 1734 print by 
Joannes Laurentius Krafft (1694–1767) mentioned above 
(fig. 3), but an analysis of the account of the works and 
early descriptions of the tomb reveal that it shows the 
monument in a dramatically reduced state. The Brus-
sels Calvinist regime is indeed known to have sold brass 
elements weighing 2,000 pounds from the Ravenstein 
monuments on 16 May 1581, but it is unclear what pre-
cisely was removed.63 Furthermore, in 1695 a bomb de-
stroyed the choir of the church, smashing Adolf’s tomb 
to pieces.64 Philip’s chapel remained standing, but his 
tomb below the arch separating the chapel from the choir 
was very probably partly damaged as well.
Descriptions predating the 1695 pandemonium pro-
vide a fuller account. Situated under a black marble arch 
between the choir and the chapel, the double-decker 
monument featured an open base. Underneath the black 
marble slab on which Philip and Françoise knelt, facing 
the high altar with Bosch’s altarpiece, lay a transi (“ung 
mort couchie”), the horizontal effigy of a dead body. 
Yet, despite this macabre presence, the tomb was very 
much an animated monument. Heraldic devices were 
presumably held by four putti or genii (“quattre petis 
enfans”), and the central stone slab on which the pri-
ants were placed, was carried on the heads of personi-
fications of the four cardinal virtues, each placed at a 
a chanter levangille.” On Van Thienen see C.H. Hourihane (ed.), The 
Grove encyclopedia of medieval art and architecture, 6 vols., Oxford 2012, 
vol. 6, p. 77.
63 An account of the sale is preserved in Ral, vD, no. 702: “xvi may 
1581. Verkocht aen Joris Crekels ende Isac Mastyn deerewerck van 
de sepulture van Ravesteyn wt de kercke van de predickheeren afge-
broeken oft doen afbreken by den colonel Dieters ende gevonden in 
de waege wegende twe duysent pont, thondert tegen 7 Rinsgulden 10 
stuyvers, maekt hondert vyftich Rinsgulden.”
64 De Jonghe, op. cit. (note 28), pp. 332–33.
19 Philip of Cleves presented 
by St Philip, lower half of 
the stained-glass window 
donated in 1527. Liège, 
Basilica of St Martin  
(© I. Lecocq)
20 Philip of Cleves’s heraldic 
hatchment and quarters of 
nobility, upper half of the 
stained-glass window 
donated in 1527. Liège, 
Basilica of St Martin  
(© I. Lecocq)
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corner.65 All these elements — priants, transi, heraldic 
devices, genii and virtues (referred to in the accounts as 
“sibilles”) — were made of gilt brass and cast by Renier 
van Thienen the Younger, just like the fence (traille) sur-
rounding the tomb.66 While its constituent parts recur 
in other known tombs, this precise constellation is un-
paralleled, especially in this medium. No other brass 
cast transi is known, for instance, and a visualization of 
what the ensemble must have looked like is only possi-
ble by making a virtual combination of later examples: 
the basic structure of a so-called table tomb with a priant 
on top, flanked by putti carrying heraldic devices, and a 
transi beneath, was repeated in a later print by Jacques 
Androuet du Cerceau (fig. 21), while the variant under 
a black stone arch was selected by Bishop George van 
Egmond (r. 1534–59) in Utrecht, whose monument is 
now devoid of its figures (fig. 22). Both examples lack 
the virtues-as-caryatids, which only occur in a design by 
Cornelis Floris, published in 1557 (fig. 23).
The working procedure followed here appears to have 
been exactly the same as the one that had successfully 
been used in earlier tombs, including the related exam-
ples of Mary of Burgundy in Bruges, and of Adolf of 
Cleves in the choir. For the former, and arguably also for 
the latter, Jan Borman — Passchier’s father — had trans-
lated a painted design into wooden models, which were 
subsequently cast by Renier van Thienen, father of the 
founder hired for the Ravenstein monument.67 It thus 
seems that a younger generation of artists was hired to 
repeat a fruitful collaboration between their respective 
fathers. In this case, too, the designs for the tomb were 
supplied by a painter, referred to as “maistre Rolant.”68 
He should probably be identified as Roeland Hellinck 
alias Maille (d. 1546): the only painter known to have 
65 Le Boucq, op. cit. (note 4), fol. 60v (see Appendix); Lalou, op. cit. 
(note 4), fol. 43: “...soubz la muraille est la sepulture fort triumphante 
soubz une arculle de pierre de Dinant, pleine darmoirie, a deux person-
naiges a genoux de metal dor. Aux quatre coings les vertus cardinalles.”
66 Ral, vD, no. 687, fols. 5 and 17: “Aussi avoir… persez et getté a 
plombs sus et alentour de la sepulture tous les escuz, les sibilles, et les 
petitz enfans… Item a maistre Regnier, fondeur, pour tous les person-
naiges de monsieur, de madame, les 4 sibilles, tous les escuz, losenges, 
heaulme, timbre et les quattre petis enfans, la mort, et la natz, tout ce de 
cuyvre et finnes estoffes.”
67 See most recently Pegues, op. cit. (note 18), with earlier litera-
ture.
68 Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 15: “Item au painctre pour avoir fait tous les 
patrons servant a ladite sepulture.” 
21 Jacques Androuet du Cerceau, design for a tomb, from his 
Deuxième livre d’architecture, Paris 1561. London, Victoria & Albert 
Museum, inv. no. 12961A
22 Cenotaph of George van Egmond, c. 1548–49. Utrecht, Cathedral 
(© E.M. Kavaler)
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gone by that name in Brussels at the time. Hellinck had 
collaborated with Thomas Isaacq before, and he regular-
ly executed heraldic paintings as well as designs, also for 
sculpture. In 1539–40, for instance, he drew patterns for a 
brass statue of Charles v to be installed in the courtyard 
of Coudenberg Palace.69 While Jacques Daret presum-
ably translated most of Hellinck’s designs into wooden 
models, including the life-size figures of both Philip and 
Françoise, Pierre and Passchier were responsible for 
the model of an ornamental brass screen (“traille”) that 
surrounded the monument and was composed of pil-
lars, capitals and tracery (“natz”). Interestingly, the ac-
count also specifies that they made some adjustments 
to Jacques Daret’s patterns, in particular to the head of 
Françoise (“la teste de madame”) — another striking par-
allel with the Bruges commission.70
Regardless of the repetition of the method and divi-
sion of labor, the resulting tomb of Philip and Françoise 
was radically new. Its revolutionary character is most 
evident when compared to the tomb for his father and 
stepmother in the center of the choir. While he retained 
the splendid material combination of polished black 
marble and gilded brass, he drastically changed the com-
position and structural organization. By getting rid of 
Adolf’s closed, sarcophagus-like tomb, Philip’s monu-
ment opened up the space beneath to reveal the transi 
and raised the traditionally reclining gisant effigies above 
into kneeling priants, with their hands clasped in prayer. 
Several of the tomb’s iconographic elements were part 
and parcel of a fresh wave of creative innovation in Eu-
ropean tomb sculpture. In the Low Countries in particu-
lar, a specific impetus for renewal appears to have been 
the artistic rivalry between members of the high nobil-
ity, who tried to outdo each other in the splendor of their 
monuments.71 Several almost exactly contemporaneous 
tombs illustrate the vivid dynamics of the movement, 
that transcended geographical boundaries. In the mon-
astery of Brou, for instance, genii and a transi were simi-
larly combined in the double-decker tombs for Philibert 
of Savoy and Margaret of Austria, furthermore includ-
ing representations of the virtues on which Passchier 
Borman might have collaborated (fig. 24).72 The transi 
monument had a long medieval history. Marisa Bass 
has recently demonstrated how it underwent “dramatic 
development and rethinking” in the sixteenth century. 
Naturalistic representations of dead bodies were increas-
ingly depicted in combination with genii, thus strongly 
visualizing and materializing the idea of the living soul 
leaving the dead body.73 With its architectural symbol-
ism of an earthly, dark marble in the lower zone mov-
ing up towards a heavenly, illuminating lantern above, 
Philip’s chapel must have provided an ideal setting for a 
tomb concept that visualized this very idea.
Funeral genii had been introduced in the Low Coun-
tries on the famous triumphal chariot used in the obse-
quies for King Ferdinand of Aragon in Brussels in March 
1516.74 At this point it is necessary to turn to the few 
known facts about Jacques Daret, the sculptor of Philip of 
Cleves’ tomb, because he was also the one who had pro-
vided the sculptures for that chariot, which were laud-
ed by observers for their beautiful and artistic carving. 
69 The debit item referring to the designs does not give a name, 
but “maistre Rolant” is mentioned in relation to the rest of the painter’s 
work. As the account (Ral, vD, no. 687, fols. 15r-v) refers to “the paint-
er” (“le painctre”), singular, it can be assumed that it was the same man 
both times. E. Roobaert, “Hellinck, Roeland, alias Maille,” Nationaal 
biografisch woordenboek, cit. (note 6), vol. 19, cols. 505–18, provides all 
the known documentation and came to the same conclusion, although 
he erroneously stated that Hellinck also supplied the models for Adolf’s 
tomb.
70 Pegues, op. cit. (note 18), pp. 171–72.
71 De Jonge, op. cit. (note 1).
72 M. Lefftz, “The creative identity of the Bormans: a stylistic ap-
proach,” in Debaene, op. cit. (note 18), pp. 64–99, esp. pp. 81–93.
73 Bass, op. cit. (note 1).
74 Ibid., pp. 164–66.
23 Joannes and Lucas van Doetecum, after Cornelis Floris, design 
for a tomb, from his Veelderleij niewe inventien van antijcksche 
sepultueren, Antwerp 1557 (© Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum)
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Daret remains an elusive figure, but we know that he was 
awarded other important commissions in the antique 
mode. Apart from the 1516 chariot, he designed the armor 
for Charles’s horse ridden at his coronation as King of the 
Romans in Aachen, in 1520.75 Philip of Cleves was part 
of that cortège, and he was doubtless also present at the 
funeral of Ferdinand. He might have encountered Daret 
and his work on these occasions.76 But it is equally pos-
sible that his friend, Bishop Philip of Burgundy, played a 
key role, as he is known to have designed the 1516 trium-
phal chariot together with his painter Jan Gossart, and 
Daret must therefore have worked in their entourage. 
Furthermore, at Philip of Cleves’ explicit request, the 
bishop stood by him after the death of his wife Françoise 
in late 1523. In a letter to the bishop of 31 January 1524 
he explained that one of the things he desired most was 
to have him near, as a guest, in order to help him in the 
period of mourning.77 As Françoise’s death importantly 
prompted the construction of the Ravenstein chapel, it is 
not inconceivable that the men discussed its design, ex-
ecution and iconographic program on this occasion, and 
that Philip of Burgundy suggested the name of the able 
Jacques Daret to lead the team of sculptors.
noble anceStRy anD noble viRtue Given his insub-
ordinate role in the Flemish revolt around 1490, it could 
be argued that Philip’s kneeling figure visually suggested 
an act of penance, reminiscent of an amende honorable. 
After all, in March 1493 he had been condemned to two 
judicial pilgrimages to Rome and Santiago to atone for 
the murder of Adriaan Vilain, Lord of Rassegem (d. 1490), 
a collateral victim of the conflict.78 An unusual portrait 
from around exactly that time appears to show him in this 
guise (fig. 5): the hat with the badge suggests a pilgrim’s 
attire, and his beard was still so unusual at the time that 
it clearly signaled “a penitential state of mind.”79 There 
75 The few known facts about his life are provided by Wauters, 
op. cit. (note 60). Payments for his work on the triumphal chariot are 
recorded in Brussels, aRa, Rekenkamer, no. 1882, fol. 376v. A receipt 
was published by E. Van Even in Messager des Sciences Historiques 17 
(1854), pp. 376–77. The chariot is described in G. Geldenhouwer, Pompa 
exequiarum Catholici Hispanium regis Ferdonandi, Leuven 1516, fol. 3, and 
R. du Puys, Les exeques et pompe funerale de feu d’eternelle et tres glorieuse 
memoire don Fernande roy Catholicque, Brussels 1515 [1516 N.S.], fols. C1-
C2: “...taillie, painct et doré moult rischement… tant artificiellement… 
entetailleez, par moult bel et grant artifice.” These fragments are pub-
lished, translated and discussed in Sterk, op. cit. (note 9), pp. 31–32, 
112–17 and 193–94.
76 De Fouw, op. cit. (note 7), p. 352.
77 Sterk, op. cit. (note 9), p. 198: “Et est lune des choses que plus je 
désire, affin de maidier a passer mon deuil, vous advisant que me serez 
le tresbien venu, est serez logiez au plus près de moy.” 
78 Brussels, KbR, Fonds Houwaert, Ms. ii 6467, fol. 186.
79 The best-known examples are the penitential beards of popes 
Julius ii, after the loss of Bologna (1511), and Clement vii, after the Sack 
of Rome (1527). See M.J. Zucker, “Raphael and the beard of Pope Julius 
ii,” The Art Bulletin 59 (1977), pp. 524–33, the quotation on p. 526, and 
A. Chastel, The Sack of Rome, 1527, Princeton 1983, pp. 184–89. P. Syfer-
d’Olne et al., The Flemish Primitives. IV. Masters with provisional names, 
Brussels 2006, pp. 280–89, identified the hat as that of an admiral, 
24 Various artists, Tombs of Philibert of 
Savoy and Margaret of Austria, 1516–32. 
Bourg-en-Bresse, Monastère de Brou 
(© Hugo Maertens)
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was ample ground for this. Although a peace treaty was 
signed after his surrender at Sluis, his past actions con-
tinued to pursue him in his later career, barring him from 
obtaining prestigious tasks and rewards from the Habs-
burg court. Most notably, his disloyal conduct towards 
Maximilian in the revolt in general, and the murder of 
Vilain in particular, were the reasons for his painful ex-
clusion from the prestigious Order of the Golden Fleece, 
even after his repeated petitions in 1516 and 1519.80 Even 
his father Adolf, who was an elected member, was sum-
moned in 1491 to account for his own role in the revolt. 
Adolf’s death eventually prevented any decision, but in 
1501 his wife Anne of Burgundy still felt compelled to 
offer an additional defense of her late husband to Philip 
the Fair.81 Yet, neither the portrait nor his kneeling brass 
effigy show Philip in as penitent and submissive a guise 
as might appear at first sight. In fact, after 1492 he orches-
trated a veritable cultural campaign to restore his honor 
which, as he himself wrote in his 1516 request to join the 
Order of the Golden Fleece, “is the thing in the world 
that touches me most.”82 While the portrait was an early 
manifestation of this project to influence public opinion 
on the nature of his noble status, the Ravenstein chapel 
was its majestic, final product that successfully ensured 
its transmission for future generations. 
It is instructive to take a closer look at the tomb’s ex-
ceptional aspects. Its material splendor and extensive use 
of brass in particular, is conspicuous: while many con-
temporaneous tombs, such as those in Brou, used com-
binations of various stones, all of the constituent parts in 
the tomb of Philip of Cleves were made of lustrous brass, 
with the sole exception of the framing triumphal arch 
and the central black marble slab. The excessive care for 
heraldry in the tomb, the chapel as well as in the choir, 
further suggests that modesty was not among Philip’s 
concerns. The intrados of the arch under which the tomb 
was located, was decorated with no fewer than 64 coats 
of arms depicting the 32 quarters of nobility of both Phil-
ip and Françoise (fig. 25). The set traced their illustrious 
history back five generations and visualized their noble 
descent from the most important dynasties in Europe, 
each named on a banderol so that even the heraldically 
illiterate understood the message. By comparison, Adolf 
and Anne’s tomb in the choir displayed a ‘mere’ 32 coats 
(16 for each, equalling four generations), which was al-
ready above the average of eight (three generations) 
around the turn of the century.83 The heraldic opulence in 
the many stained-glass windows in the chapel above the 
tomb and in the choir further ensured the visibility of his 
which seems unlikely, as Philip no longer held that office after he joined 
the revolt.
80 F. De Reiffenberg, Histoire de l’Ordre de la Toison d’Or depuis son 
institution jusqu’à la cessation des Chapitres Généraux. Brussels 1830, pp. 
298–99 and 345; De Fouw, op. cit. (note 7), pp. 349–50 (with a record of 
the order’s decision on pp. 377–82).
81 De Reiffenberg, op. cit. (note 80), pp. 180–86, 208–09, 236 and 
251–54; De Smedt, op. cit. (note 6), p. 133; Adams, op. cit. (note 3), pp. 
84–85.
82 “La choze du monde qui me touche le plus cest mon honneur.” 
The request is published in De Fouw, op. cit. (note 7), pp. 369–77, with 
the quotation on p. 369.
83 Cools, op. cit. (note 6), p. 239; Haemers, op. cit. (note 7), col. 545; 
Adams, op. cit. (note 3), pp. 83–86.
25 Joannes Laurentius Krafft, Quarters of nobility of Philip of Cleves 
and Françoise of Luxemburg on the intrados of the arch over their tomb, 
in J. le Roy, Le grand théatre sacré du duché de Brabant, The Hague 
1734 (© Ghent, University Library)
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encoded lineage. The particular importance he attached 
to their upkeep appears from the exceptional stipulation 
in his 1526 will with which he officially ceded a series of 
“pictures in a parchment register, in which all the win-
dows are depicted with arms, insignia and colors” that 
were to serve as heraldic guidelines if any restoration was 
needed.84
The tomb was further turned into a lively, speaking 
monument, reading the swan song and epilogue of the 
Lord of Ravenstein, through skillful dramatization of the 
presence of the cardinal virtues. Appearing in northern 
tomb sculpture around 1500, most notably in French 
royal tombs and later in Brou, the first documented use 
of funeral virtues in the Low Countries is in the Celestine 
Priory at Heverlee, which was founded as a family mau-
soleum by Guillaume de Croÿ, Lord of Chièvres, in 1521. 
His tomb, installed in the center of the choir, was com-
missioned from Jean Mone in 1522. Completed in 1525 
and executed in alabaster and black marble, it featured 
four virtues on one side and four sybils on the other (fig. 
26).85 This example might have predated Philip’s tomb, 
but its basic structure was still a closed sarcophagus sur-
mounted by two gisants, and as a result the virtues were 
not included as freestanding sculptures. In Brussels, on 
the contrary, they actually carried the central slab and 
were emphatically sculpted in the round, their three-
dimensional presence further heightened by their drap-
ing in blue, textile cloaks.86 Philip’s epitaph, inscribed on 
an adjacent text tablet, completed the activation of their 
lifelikeness, as the rhyming French verses were presented 
as the words spoken by the virtues on the tomb (referred 
to as “ces monstrances”). Not unlike the slightly later ex-
amples of epigrams on “speaking” artworks that praised 
the skill of their maker, this monument lauded the virtu-
ousness of its patron. The epitaph recorded the praise, 
sung by the virtues, of the nobleman they carried on their 
heads, successively pointing out his Prudence, Justice, 
Temperance and Courage (see Appendix).87 
Far from being an empty decorative borrowing from 
preceding examples, their integration as structural fea-
tures of the tomb was crucial for its symbolism: Philip’s 
monument literally showed him being elevated by his 
own virtues. This particular, elevating function of per-
sonifications of the virtues, rather than mourners or an-
gels, was unprecedented, and would only be emulated by 
the monument in Breda (fig. 1), and later, in a weakened 
form, in a design by Floris (fig. 23).88 In combination with 
the heraldic opulence, the particular iconographic and 
compositional deployment of the virtues made Philip’s 
tomb loudly proclaim both his nobility of birth (“sa no-
blesse natifve”) and his noble virtue (“noble vertu dhon-
neur”), verbalized in his epitaph, despite the refusal of 
the Order of the Golden Fleece to grant him membership, 
the highest distinction for the nobility in the Burgundi-
an-Habsburg territories. Significantly, this was also pre-
cisely what was discussed in his funeral oration, and in 
84 Marchant, op. cit. (note 3), fols. 376r-v: “Picturis… in registro 
pergamenos traditis, in quo sunt omnes dicte fenestre, cum armis, 
insignibus, coloribus, et aleter ordinate, cuius copiam habemus et ex-
emplaris…” The designs for the windows in the choir were indeed com-
missioned by Philip, as appears from the 1524–27 accounts: Ral, vD, no. 
687, fol. 15: “Item au painctre… davoir fait les patrons des vii grandes 
verrieres du cuer pour chacun quattre fois.”
85 Valvekens, op. cit. (note 49), p. 8; De Jonge, op. cit. (note 1), p. 
128. A description of that tomb is in Le Boucq, op. cit. (note 4), fols. 98–
101v. On the inclusion of the virtues in tombs in a European perspective 
see E. Panofsky, Tomb sculpture: its changing aspects from ancient Egypt to 
Bernini, London 1964, pp. 74–76.
86 Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 18v: “Item pour bleu toille a faire quattre 
manteaux pour les sibilles.”
87 Examples of epigrams on speaking artworks include texts by 
Lucas d’Heere on a work by Hugo van der Goes, and by Dominicus 
Lampsonius on a portrait by Anthonis Mor. See L. d’Heere, Den hof en 
boomgaerd der poësien, Ghent 1565, p. 61, and J. Puraye, “Antonio Moro 
et Dominique Lampson,” Oud Holland 64 (1949), pp. 175–83, esp. p. 176.
88 Compare with the examples in H. s’Jacob, Idealism and realism: a 
study of sepulchral symbolism, Leiden 1954, pp. 94–97.
26 Jean Mone, Tomb of Guillaume de Croÿ and Marie de Hamal, 
c. 1522–25. Heverlee, Celestine Priory, print in J. le Roy, Le grand 
théatre sacré du duché de Brabant, The Hague 1734 (© Ghent, 
University Library) 
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the epitaph accompanying his brass heart monument in 
the choir of the priory at Groenendaal.89
The monument for Philip of Cleves and Françoise of 
Luxembourg thus elaborated on and engaged with ongo-
ing developments in contemporary tomb sculpture, yet 
it also stood out in significant ways. Most radically, the 
deceased were depicted as life-size priants, a form com-
pletely unprecedented in the Low Countries. Why did 
Philip opt for this form? The choice is yet another indica-
tion that he was playing for high stakes, and that he want-
ed to emphasize his princely descent. While precedents 
of kneeling effigies existed in fifteenth-century Spain, 
Italy and France, the particular inspiration for Philip’s 
idiosyncratic move appears to have come from the tombs 
for the kings of France, with whom, as noted above, the 
lords of Ravenstein were closely affiliated and in whose 
service Philip had worked after his controversial role in 
the revolt. Louis Xi (r. 1461–83) was the first French king 
to opt for the priant type in his tomb of 1482 at Cléry. The 
monument itself has not survived, but the commission 
is amply documented, including in a sketch by the royal 
advisor, explaining the requested iconographic novelty 
to the artists involved (fig. 27). Significantly, the kneel-
ing statue of the king was made of brass, as was the one 
Guido Mazzoni made for Louis’s successor, Charles viii 
(r. 1483–98), in Saint-Denis (fig. 28). From then on, all 
French kings until Henri ii were given a priant tomb.90
Furthermore, the iconography and composition of 
Philip’s whole tomb have a direct parallel in the tomb 
for the next French king in line, Louis Xii (r. 1498–1515, 
fig. 29). Just like the one in Brussels, it combines transi 
figures in the lower zone with priant figures in the upper 
register. Furthermore, it also features the four cardinal 
virtues on the four corners, although they are not inte-
grated as caryatids. Erwin Panofsky and Barbara Hoch-
stetler have argued that Louis Xii’s was the first actually 
executed tomb that included “the juxtaposition of a re-
clining and a kneeling figure of the deceased on one mon-
ument,” but the evidence of the Ravenstein tomb in fact 
poses an interesting problem of chronology.91 Indeed, 
Louis’s tomb would only be installed in early 1531, while 
89 For the funeral oration see Rugher, op. cit. (note 21), fol. 152v: 
“...par ung treselegant predicateur amplement manifesté lanchienne 
noblesse de la tresgenereuse maison de Cleves, aussy les vertus dudit 
defunct.” For Philip’s heart monument see Arts, op. cit. (note 13), p. 28: 
“Generosissimi Principis Philippi à Clivia/ prudentis, justi, moderati, in 
utraque/ fortuna constantissimi viri quondam/ a Ravensteyn Domini, 
cordi vita functo/ monumentum. Anno 1528 januari/ aetatis 66 huma-
nis excessit.”
90 For the tomb of Louis Xi see L. Jarry, Histoire de Cléry et de l’église 
collégiale et chapelle royale de Notre-Dame de Cléry, Orléans 1899, pp. 
148, 167–70 and 274; M. Caffin de Mérouville, “À la recherche de tom-
beaux perdus,” Gazette des Beaux-Arts 102 (1960), 185–94; H. van der 
Velden, The donor’s image: Gerard Loyet and the votive portraits of Charles 
the Bold, Turnhout 2000, pp. 273–77. For the tomb of Charles viii see 
R.W. Scheller, “Ensigns of authority: French royal symbolism in the age 
of Louis Xii,” Simiolus 13 (1983), pp. 75–141, esp. pp. 111–15. Panofsky, 
op. cit. (note 85), pp. 76–77 erroneously claimed that Charles viii’s 
was the first priant tomb. For precedents in France, Italy and Spain see 
L. Bruhns, “Das Motiv der ewigen Anbetung in der römischen Grab-
plastik des Xvi., Xvii. und Xviii. Jahrhunderts,” Römisches Jahrbuch für 
Kunst geschichte 4 (1940), pp. 253–426, esp. pp. 260–77; s’Jacob, op. cit. 
(note 88), pp. 138–40, and K. Woods, “The activation of the image: ex-
patriate carvers and kneeling effigies in late Gothic Spain,” Sculpture 
Journal 26 (2017), pp. 11–23.
91 Panofsky, op. cit. (note 85), pp. 79–80; B. Hochstetler Meyer, 
“The first tomb of Henry vii of England,” The Art Bulletin 58 (1976), pp. 
358–67, the quotation on p. 361 (emphasis added).
27 Jean Bourré de Plessis, Sketch for the priant of Louis XI of France 
at Cléry, 1481. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, Ms. fr. 
20493, fol. 5
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the Ravenstein monument had already been finished 
four years previously. The explanation probably lies in 
Philip of Cleves’s close ties with the French court, which 
he maintained even after his return to the Low Coun-
tries. Most significantly, he left for a prolonged sojourn in 
France on 6 September 1516 and stayed in Amboise until 
the baptism of François I’s daughter, Charlotte of France, 
in November 1516. Ironically, he was in France represent-
ing Charles v, who stayed in Antwerp to preside over the 
meeting of the Order of the Golden Fleece, during which 
Philip’s request for admission would be discussed and re-
jected.92 Circumstantial evidence indicates that by this 
point, the overall design for the French royal tomb must 
already have existed. Moreover, as the workshop of the 
Giusti brothers, who carved the monument, was also 
located in Amboise, Philip would have had ample occa-
sion to learn about the plans.93 Thus, he possibly took the 
compositional idea home with him to the Low Countries 
and had it translated by a team of local artists, melding 
the French design with the material tradition of Burgun-
dian-Habsburg precedents of dark stone and brass.
a Ducal MauSoleuM There can be little doubt that 
Philip deliberately emulated these famous princely mon-
uments in order to underscore his own noble descent, 
and that the courtly part of his target audience would in-
deed have recognized it as such. Yet, there is a significant 
difference with the French royal tombs in the crowns 
worn by the kneeling effigies of Philip and Françoise. 
The drawing that Jacques Le Boucq (d. 1573) made after 
Philip’s head in the monument (fig. 30) is damaged and 
lacks the details at the top, but the 1734 print shows his 
headgear in all its glory (fig. 3), which is further clearly 
referred to in early descriptions (see Appendix).94 This 
is highly unusual. Crowns could be worn by gisants, such 
as those of the dukes of Burgundy in Dijon and Bruges 
(figs. 7–10), which represented the deceased as dead, 
passively awaiting the Last Judgment in full panoply. Pri-
92 A. de Lusy, Le journal d’un bourgeois de Mons (1505–1536), ed. A 
Louant, Brussels 1969, pp. 101–02 (no. 226) and 104 (no. 235); De Fouw, 
op. cit. (note 7), pp. 348–49.
93 B. Hochstetler, “New documents relative to the date of death of 
Antoine Juste and the tomb of Louis Xii and Anne de Bretagne,” Gazette 
des Beaux-Arts 89 (1972), pp. 251–52; B. Hochstetler, “Jean Perréal and 
portraits of Louis Xii,” The Journal of the Walters Art Gallery 40 (1982), 
pp. 41–56.
94 A. Châtelet, Visages d’antan: le Recueil d’Arras, Lathuile 2007, pp. 
393–94, also identified the tomb as the source for the drawing. Le Boucq 
must indeed have seen the Ravenstein tombs, as appears from the note 
that once accompanied the now lost portrait drawing of Adolf, Arras, 
Médiathèque de l’Abbaye Saint-Vaast, Ms. 266, fol. 83: “Adolph de 
Cleves, sieur de Ravestayn, comme il est a Bruxelles aux Jacopins sur sa 
sepulture avecq ses deux femmes [sic].”
29 Giusti brothers, Tomb of Louis XII of France and Anne of Bretagne, 
1516–31. Paris, St-Denis
28 Guido Mazzoni, Tomb of Charles VIII of France, Paris, St-Denis. 
Drawing in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Gaignières Collection, Ms. 
Gough, ii, fol. 48
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ants, by contrast, depicted the deceased as living beings, 
and visually suggested their active participation in the 
Mass, an occasion at which one was expected to kneel 
and take off all headwear. The kneeling effigies of kings 
Louis Xi, Charles viii, Louis Xii and François i have in-
deed all taken off their crowns in order to display their 
worldly humility toward the divine majesty, present in 
the Eucharist. The fact that Philip’s priant conspicuously 
wears a crown therefore infringes on decorum, and tell-
ingly so.
The great importance Philip attached to this head-
dress also appears in his documented possession of a 
physical crown. Significantly, an inventory of 15 March 
1528, drawn up after his death on 28 January, specifies 
that it had to be used in his obsequies,95 and is known to 
have played a central role in the ceremony one week later, 
on 23 March 1528. Carried in front of Philip’s corpse dur-
ing the procession through the streets of Brussels, it was 
prominently placed on the coffin under the chapelle ar-
dente in the Dominican choir during the funeral service.96 
These documents emphasize its richness, revealing that 
it was a golden crown decorated with pearls and precious 
stones, and it is consistently and specifically referred to 
as a ducal crown (“chapeau ducal”). It is known to have 
contained golden ornate leaves (“fleurons”), which cor-
responds to how Jacques Le Boucq later characterized 
the “chapeau de duc” in his 1572 heraldic discussion of 
crowns (fig. 31).97 
Although his four grandparents — Aragon, Burgundy, 
Cleves and Portugal — all ruled duchies or kingdoms, 
Philip bore no title. He was not a duke, and he was thus 
not entitled to wear a crown, certainly not one of ducal 
95 Finot, Inventaire, cit. (note 9), p. 423: “Un chapeau ducal d’or 
pour servir aux obsèques.”
96 The event is described in Rugher, op. cit. (note 21), fols. 149–52v.
97 Ibid., fol. 151v: “Le riche chapeau ducal faict dorfabverie, de per-
les, pierres precieuses.” In the inventory of his jewelry, drawn up after 
the service (in Mechelen, on 1 April 1528), it is described as “Ung chap-
peau ducal d’or ouvré à florons d’or.” See Hermans, Van Hoogstraten 
and Van den Boogaard, op. cit. (note 5), vol. 1, p. 772. The description in 
Le Boucq, op. cit. (note 4), fol. 60v, refers to it as “chappeau de conte,” 
an incongruity that might be due to the fact that the forms of crowns 
and their heraldic implications had not yet taken on fixed form.
30 Jacques Le Boucq, Philip of Cleves, Lord of Ravenstein, in 
the Recueil d’Arras, c. 1567. Arras, Médiathèque de l’Abbaye 
Saint-Vaast, Ms. 266
31 Jacques Le Boucq, Crowns, the duke’s crown second from 
top on the right, 1572, in his Le noble blason des armes, 1564–72 
(© Brussels, KbR, Ms. 19216, fol. 99v)
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rank. But this clearly did not prevent him from doing so, 
as he audaciously appears to have invented and claimed a 
ducal title of his own: he named himself “duke in Cleves” 
(“duc en Clèves”), thereby distinguishing himself from 
the primogenital title of Duke of Cleves, subsequently 
held by his cousin John ii (1458–1521) and the latter’s 
son John iii (1490–1539).98 The absence of the title “duc 
en Clèves” from genealogies of the house of Cleves sug-
gests that it was not officially recognized, and that Philip 
invented it for himself.99 The Duke of Cleves indeed ad-
dressed Philip only as Lord of Ravenstein, never as “duke 
in Cleves.”100 Philip presumably drew inspiration from 
an episode of his family’s history. After an armed frat-
ricidal conflict over the county of Mark, Philip’s pater-
nal grandfather Adolf (1373–1448) retained the title of 
Count of Mark, but he agreed that his younger brother 
Gerhard (1378–1461) would go by the title of count in 
Mark (“comes in Marcka”) for the rest of his life. After 
Gerhard’s death, the title disappeared.101 Significantly, 
Philip only started bearing his title of “duc en Clèves” 
after the death of his father and his humbling surrender 
in 1492, and he did not use it in documents that had the 
force of law. Rather, he adopted the title only in what can 
be termed a cultural campaign.102 
The earliest known instance of his use of this self-fab-
ricated title is on the aforementioned portrait of around 
1493 (fig. 5). While inscriptions on several versions of his 
father’s portrait of 1488 consistently and correctly refer 
to the sitter as “Adolphus Clivius, dominus in Raven-
stein,” the inscription on the original frame of Philip’s 
portrait identifies him as “Philippe de Ravestain, duc en 
Cleves.”103 Philip again used the title in the well-known 
treatise he wrote on naval warfare in c. 1516–19, which he 
dedicated to Charles v, doubtlessly to foster goodwill and 
to persuade Charles finally to accept him into the Order 
of the Golden Fleece. In the copy that he corrected per-
sonally, the author presents himself as “I, Philip, duke in 
Cleves, count in Mark, Lord of Ravenstein.”104 The text 
soon circulated widely, but all later versions — in manu-
script as well as in printed editions — changed this asser-
tion into “Duke of Cleves, Count of Mark,” probably due 
to the copyists’ unfamiliarity with Philip’s self-invented 
title or an indication of the ducal self-image that Philip 
had succeeded in propagating.105 The ducal obsequies he 
fashioned for himself must have been of key importance 
in disseminating this image, and even courtiers in his ser-
vice are known to have been publicly referred to on their 
tombstones as having been in the service of the notorious 
“duc en Clèves.”106 Philip wore his grudge like a crown: 
if the sovereign would not give him the distinctions he 
thought he deserved, he created them for himself.
In order to sanction the newly invented title and ac-
companying ducal image historically, Philip brazenly 
also projected it back in time on his father Adolf, who had 
never used it himself during his life. The French text sur-
rounding his tomb signaled that it held the body of Adolf, 
“duc en Clèves, seigneur de Ravestayn etc.,” and — signif-
icantly — the gisants of Adolf and Anne also wore crowns 
98 As stipulated in the fraternal agreement between their respec-
tive fathers in 1450, the lords of Ravenstein were vassals of the dukes 
of Cleves, and could not claim their possessions. See Hermans, Van 
Hoogstraten and Van den Boogaard, op. cit. (note 5), vol. 1, pp. 199–216.
99 It does not occur in Brussels, KbR, Ms. G 1248, for instance, 
in which Philip is referred to as “heer van Ravestijn, Wijnendal en 
Breskenssant” (fol. 104).
100 An example of a charter in which Duke John iii posthumously 
addressed Philip merely as “mer Philips van Cleven ende vander Maer-
ke, heer van Ravestain” is given by De Potter, op. cit. (note 8), vol. 7, 
pp. 375–76.
101 Hermans, Van Hoogstraten and Van den Boogaard, op. cit. 
(note 5), vol. 1, p. 206.
102 His wills, for instance, always correctly refer to him as 
“Philippe de Cleves et de la Marke, seigneur de Ravestain, d’Enghien, 
Wynendale, Dreysscher etc.” See Hermans, Van Hoogstraten and Van 
den Boogaard, op. cit. (note 5), vol. 1, pp. 751–60, and De Chestret de 
Haneffe, op. cit. (note 35).
103 Versions of his father’s portrait are in Berlin (Gemäldegalerie, 
inv. no. iii.425) and Kleef (Haus Koekkoek). Philip’s portrait is dis-
cussed in Syfer-d’Olne et al., op. cit. (note 79), pp. 280–89.
104 Paris, BnF, Ms. fr. 1244: “Je Philippe, duc en Clèves, conte en 
la Marcke, seigneur de Ravestain.” This manuscript was identified as 
the version revised by Philip in P. Contamine, “L’art de la guerre selon 
Philippe de Clèves, seigneur de Ravenstein (1456–1528): innovation 
ou tradition?” Bijdragen en Mededelingen Betreffende de Geschiedenis der 
Nederlanden 95 (1980), pp. 363–76, esp. p. 364, and J. Paviot, Philippe de 
Clèves, seigneur de Ravestein: l’instruction de toutes manieres de guerroyer 
(…) sur mer. Édition critique du manuscrit français 1244 de la Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, Paris 1997, p. 31. On the dating and function of the 
treatise see also J.K. Oudendijk, Een Bourgondisch ridder over den oorlog 
ter zee: Philips van Kleef als leermeester van Karel V, Amsterdam 1941, pp. 
60–64.
105 The various known versions of the text are referred to in Ou-
dendijk, op. cit. (note 104); Contamine, op. cit. (note 104); Paviot, op. 
cit. (note 104).
106 See, for instance, the example recorded in Brussels, aRa, 
Manuscrits divers, no. 1762, fol. 24v: “Cy gist honnorable Escuyer 
Guillaume de Ligne & de Hames, en son temps a madame Françoise 
de Luxembourg, dame d’Anghien, jadis espeuse de Mr Philippe Duc en 
Cleves, seigneur de Ravestain, lequel Guillaume trep. le 19 Avril 1524, 
et Damoiselle Anne Crohin, sa femme, laquelle tresp. le 4 sept. 1539.”
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(see Appendix). The fact that even Adolf’s brother 
John i, the actual Duke of Cleves, was represented on his 
tomb without a crown makes this addition all the more 
striking.107 It has been argued above that Adolf’s tomb 
must have been installed under Philip’s supervision, and 
the assumption that he actually was also the intellectual 
author of its eventual form is corroborated by his organi-
zation of his father’s funeral. Adolf died at Souburg on 
18 September 1492, in the midst of the conflict between 
Philip and Maximilian, and in contrast to what is gen-
erally assumed his requested burial in Brussels did not 
take place soon after the peace treaty concluded after 
Philip’s surrender at Sluis on 12 October 1492 but only 
on 23 January 1496. Adolf had been given a provisional 
yet sumptuous funeral at Souburg, because “awaiting the 
disposition of time and the affair of Philip of Cleves,” his 
body could be transferred to Brussels only three years 
later.108 This gave Philip ample time to stage a funeral 
worthy of the “duc en Clèves” he pretended to succeed. 
Interestingly, on an unspecified date soon after Adolf’s 
demise but preceding his burial at Souburg, a design for 
his funeral had already been drawn up, probably by Oli-
vier de la Marche (1426–1502), at the request of Thomas 
Isaacq, who had only recently been appointed king of 
arms of the Order of the Golden Fleece.109 A compari-
son of this preliminary design with the actual funeral in 
Brussels is illustrative of Philip’s intervention. While De 
la Marche does not mention any crown, and prescribed 
only that the king of arms of Brabant had to carry Adolf’s 
tabard (“cotte d’armes”) in front of the corpse and put 
it on the coffin in the church, an elaborately described 
“very rich golden crown of fine gold and adorned with 
very large and rich stones” came to play a prominent role 
in the eventual ceremony. It was reportedly placed on the 
coffin during the vigil and carried in front of the corpse by 
the king of arms of Brabant, who placed it on the coffin 
during the ceremony and on the main altar afterwards.110 
This ducal format would subsequently provide a use-
ful precedent for Philip’s own funeral, for his will of 20 
May 1526 indeed stipulated that his obsequies were to 
follow his father’s as closely as possible.111 Through an 
elaborate cultural campaign that instrumentalized pub-
lic rituals and highly visible material culture — includ-
ing the installation of tombs, the staging of funerals and 
the donation of stained-glass windows — Philip not only 
claimed a title for his own, but even created the illusion 
that the “duc en Clèves” had always existed.112
In this period, nobility and heraldry were of course not 
yet the subject of strictly observed rules, but it is clear 
that this was pure usurpation that did not go unnoticed. 
The territorial rank of duke was the highest in the Low 
Countries, and would therefore place him at virtually the 
same level as the sovereign, who was Duke of Brabant 
and of Luxembourg, among others.113 Towards the end 
of his life Philip even started claiming the title of Duke of 
Coimbra, a claim that was obviously false too. His mater-
nal grandfather, Infante Pedro of Portugal (1392–1449), 
had born that title, but it had subsequently been given to 
Jorge de Lencastre (1481–1550). This clearly suggests that 
Philip sought a distinction, after years of failed attempts 
107 Adams, op. cit. (note 6), esp. p. 167.
108 There is a description of the ceremony in Rugher, op. cit. (note 
21), fols. 65–71: “Declaration des ceremonies et despens faicts au tres-
pass et enterrement de feu de tresnobles memoire hault et puissant et 
tresillustre prince Adolf, duc de Cleves [sic], conte en la Marche, seig-
neur de Ravestain etc., quy trespassa au lieu de Zoubourg le xviiie jour 
de septembre lan 1492, auquel lieu fut faict son obsecques grand et 
sumptueulx. Attendant la dispossistion [sic] du tamps et des affaires 
de monsieur Philippes de Cleves son filz unicque et seul heritier pour le 
transporter en leglise des freres prescheurs par luy avant son trespass 
fondé en la ville de Bruxelles. Auquel lieu ledict seigneur a lheure de son 
trespass il le request et ordonna il a este amene et transporté le xxie de 
janvier lan 1495 [1496 N.S.] et la solemnitez faictes en la manière quy 
sensuit.” The information given there is confirmed by J. Molinet, Chro-
niques, ed. G. Doutrepont and O. Jodogne, 3 vols., Brussels 1935–37, vol. 
2, p. 425. However, M. Vale, “A Burgundian funeral ceremony: Olivier 
de la Marche and the obsequies of Adolf of Cleves, Lord of Ravenstein,” 
The English Historical Review 111, no. 443 (1996), pp. 920–38, esp. p. 926, 
erroneously placed the funeral in Brussels “in or after late October 
1492.”
109 Brussels, KbR, Ms. 16381–90, fols. 26v-38. It is published in 
Hermans, Van Hoogstraten and Van den Boogaard, op. cit. (note 5), 
vol. 1, pp. 726–41. Vale, op. cit. (note 108), attributed the text to De La 
Marche. On Isaacq see De Reiffenberg, op. cit. (note 80), p. 211.
110 Compare Hermans, Van Hoogstraten and Van den Boogaard, 
op. cit. (note 5), vol. 1, pp. 730–31 and 734, with Rugher, op. cit. (note 21), 
fols. 65: “...ung tresriche chapeau ducal de fin or et garny de tresgrosses 
et riches pierryes,” 67v, 69 and 70v.
111 De Chestret de Haneffe, op. cit. (note 35), p. 226: “...tout ainsy 
que faict a esté pour nostredit seigneur et père au plus près qu’ilz leur 
sera possible.”
112 Brussels, aRa, Manuscrits divers, no. 1762, fol. 23v: a stained-
glass window in Soignies reportedly referred to “Adolfe, duc en Cleves, 
seigneur de Ravestain,” but considering Philip’s extensive campaign 
this must have been installed by him. In general, compare with the 
strategies described in M.J. Bok, “Laying claims to nobility in the Dutch 
Republic: epitaphs, true and false,” Simiolus 24 (1996), pp. 209–26.
113 P. Janssens, De evolutie van de Belgische adel sinds de late middel-
eeuwen, Brussels 1998; F. Buylaert, Eeuwen van ambitie: de adel in laat-
middeleeuws Vlaanderen, Brussels 2010.
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to obtain membership of the Order of the Golden Fleece, 
and that he did not hesitate to bend the truth. When his 
wife Françoise of Luxembourg was interred in the crypt 
in Brussels on 15 January 1524, he had a brass tablet in-
stalled identifying the corpse as that of the “Duchess of 
Coimbra and in Cleves, Lady of Ravenstein” (“ducesse 
de Coymbre et en Cleves”), who during her life had been 
the wife of the “high and mighty Prince Philip of Cleves 
and of Mark, duke and lord of the said places” (“hault 
et puissant seigneur et prince Philippe de Cleves et de la 
Marcke, duc et seigneur desdis lieux”) (fig. 32).114 At his 
own funeral Philip was also explicitly presented as the 
Duke of Coimbra, among others in an epitaph presented 
at that occasion.115 This text furthermore also emphati-
cally spelled out his high descent and loyalty to the house 
of Burgundy, but it is significant that the presence of this 
particular epitaph in the chapel is not documented after 
the funeral, which suggests that it was taken away soon 
afterwards, presumably because of the controversial 
claims it made. The other epitaph, referred to above in 
relation to the virtues, used the correct titling and was 
therefore allowed to remain, or possibly replaced the 
earlier text. Philip’s death indeed marked the end of his 
claims, because the tablet installed next to Françoise’s 
in the crypt after his death, now correctly referred to the 
“prince, my lord Philip of Cleves, formerly Lord of Ra-
venstein” (“prince Monseigneur Philippe de Cleves, jadis 
seigneur de Ravestain”) (fig. 32).116
114 On her funeral ceremony see Marchant, op. cit. (note 3), fol. 1v; 
Galesloot, op. cit. (note 24), p. 500; De Potter, op. cit. (note 8), p. 372; 
Arts, op. cit. (note 13), p. 27.
115 The description of the service is entitled “Lordre quy fut tenue 
es obsecques funerailles de treshault et trespuissant prince messier 
Philippes de Cleves et de la marcke, duc de Coymbre, seigneur de Rave-
stain, faict a Bruxelles le lundy 23e de mars en lan 1527.” The epitaph 
read: “Cy gist Philippes Duc en Cleves soubz terre/ Tresrichement 
formé sur ceste pierre/ Quy eubt Adolf de Cleves pour son pere/ Et eubt 
Beatrix de Portugal pour mere/ De Ravestain fut Seigneur et duc de Co-
ymbre/ Comme il appert a ses quartiers et timbre/ Et espousa Fran-
choise de Luxembourg/ Quy trespassa maistresse de maint bourg/ A 
dextre fut quant a porter harnois/ Contre Franchois, Liegois et Clevois/ 
Et prisa tant le bon droict de Bourgongne/ Que contre iceulx eubt Vic-
toire a Boulongne/ Et le Coeur a tele emprinse enclin/ Que sur les turqs 
assaillit Muthelin/ Ce lieu fit faire ou fonda ung service/ A tous Iamais 
pour le divin office/ Puis deceda ainsy que chacun scait/ A Winendalle 
lan cincq cens vingt sept/ Ou mois de janvier ses iours exterminans/ 
Estant eagie de soixante huict ans/ Pour luy priez peuple venerable/ 
Que lame soit en gloire perdurable./ aMen.” See Rugher, op. cit. (note 
21), fols. 149 and 152v respectively.
116 Its installation is documented in Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 20: “Item 
une lame pour mectre dedens la sepulture de feu monsieur de Rave-
stain, avecq tiltre et datation et obligation du service divin, avecq ce 
32 Joannes Laurentius 
Krafft, Brass tablets in the 
crypt under the Ravenstein 
chapel, in J. le Roy, Le grand 
théatre sacré du duché de 
Brabant, The Hague 1734 
(© Ghent, University 
Library)
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afteRlife Philip’s monument remained, however, and 
echoes of his swan song were heard long afterwards. His 
campaign to create a ducal aura, culminating in his tomb, 
had been so thorough that it would have long-lasting and 
successful effect. This is best illustrated by the striking 
fact that later observers, including heralds and kings of 
arms, would almost systematically refer to him and his 
father as either dukes in, or even of, Cleves. For instance, 
when recording the polychromy of Adolf’s gisant in his 
account of the works, Thomas Isaacq, king of arms of 
the Order of the Golden Fleece, referred to it as “the fig-
ure of late Adolf, Lord of Ravenstein, duke in Cleves.”117 
Similarly, the many heraldic panels and stained-glass 
windows donated by Philip to churches and convents 
in Mons, Liège, Groenendaal, Rooklooster and Scheut, 
were innocently recorded as referring to the “duc en 
Clèves” by Joos van Beckberge, painter and king of arms 
of the duchy of Brabant from 1578 onwards.118 Guillaume 
Rugher, king of arms of the county of Hainaut at the turn 
of the seventeenth century, did not object either, and 
even more strikingly presented De la Marche’s design for 
Adolf’s obsequies as the template for any ducal funer-
al.119 And while Gerardus Geldenhouwer (1482–1542), 
chronicler in the service of Philip of Burgundy, correctly 
referred to both Adolf and Philip as lords of Ravenstein 
during the latter’s life, in the 1529 biography of his pa-
tron he suddenly referred to Adolf as “ducis Clivensis 
(Ravensteinum vulgus nominabat).”120 Such examples 
abound.121 But perhaps the most instructive testimony of 
an observer is by Sanderus in 1662. Not only does he con-
sistently refer to Adolf as Duke of Cleves, he also ‘reads’ 
the coats of arms on the side of the tomb and the stained-
glass windows of the choir and understands that they 
all emphasize his high descent from kings and emper-
ors. Both the gisants of Adolf and Anne, and the priants 
of Philip and Françoise he described as dressed “with 
ducal ornaments” (“apparatu ducali” or “ornamentis du-
calibus”).122 Sanderus clearly understood the Ravenstein 
monuments in choir and chapel as a ducal mausoleum, 
and his description at once illustrates the aspiration and 
the success of the monument Philip shaped. He could not 
have wished for a better spectator.
To judge by these and other descriptions, the place-
ment of the tombs in the choir did not limit their audience 
to the officiating clergy. The many formal references to 
Philip’s tomb in later monuments are even more illustra-
tive of the reception of his message by his noble peers at 
court. The most striking example is the now equally lost 
tomb of Philip ii de Croÿ (1496–1549), Duke of Aarschot, 
and his wife Anna de Croÿ (1501–39). Its description sug-
gests that it closely copied Philip’s format. Located at the 
right side of the choir of the Celestine convent in Hever-
lee, it consisted of two life-size priants of gilt brass placed 
under a triumphal arch that showed their 64 quarters of 
nobility. The fact that the effigies wore crowns and that 
the epitaph on the monument referred to De Croÿ as the 
Duke of Aarschot is crucial, as he was the first — and until 
1627 the only — Netherlandish nobleman to be elevated 
to the rank of duke by a sovereign of the Low Countries, 
in this case by Charles v in 1534. The installation of 
the monument must therefore postdate this event, and 
even more significantly, in deliberately choosing Philip 
of Cleves’s monument as the model it clearly acknowl-
edged the latter’s ducal qualities.123 
lentretennement de ladite chapelle que du grant cuer.” On these tablets 
see also Le Roy, op. cit. (note 3), p. 260.
117 Ral, vD, no. 687, fol. 15: “...estoffé le personnaige de feu 
Adolphe, seigneur de Ravestain, duc en Cleves.” Interestingly, Isaacq 
would later be criticized by the Order of the Golden Fleece for having 
committed several heraldic errors, see De Reiffenberg, op. cit. (note 80), 
p. 376.
118 Van Beckberghe, op. cit. (note 4), pp. 17 (“Adolph duc de Cle-
ves, conte de la Marke”), 35 (“duc de Cleves”), and 36 (“Philippe duc 
en Cleves”).
119 Rugher, op. cit. (note 21), fols. 35–37v: “Lobsecque dung ducq” 
is a literal transcription of Brussels, KbR, Ms. 16381–90, fols. 26v-38, 
omitting only the prologue discussing the transfer of Adolf’s corpse 
from Souburg to Brussels, as well as specific details referring to Raven-
stein. Only on fols. 37r-v did he add some personal comments, which 
ironically deal with the herald’s supervisory role at funerals, which in-
cluded preventing any debate by ensuring that all the noblemen were 
placed according to their rank: “...tous les gentilz hommes, chachun en 
son degré… et quil ny ayt point de debat ou question.”
120 See J. Prinsen (ed.), Collectanea van Gerardus Geldenhauer Novi-
omagus, gevolgd door een herdruk van eenige zijner werken, Amsterdam 
1901, pp. 53–54, 83 and 230. 
121 See, for instance, J.B. Maurice, Le blason des armoiries de tous les 
chevaliers de l’ordre de la Toison d’Or, The Hague & Brussels 1667, p. 58.
122 Sanderus, op. cit. (note 4), pp. 3, 4 and 6–7.
123 There is a description of this tomb in Le Boucq, op. cit. (note 
4), fols. 102v-04: “Au coste dextre du cœur y a une riche sepulture 
dallebastre et de jaspre et audessus sont prians ung homme armé et 
sa femme grands comme le naturel, lhomme est armé avecq sa cotte 
darme portant ung long manteau, une couronne de duc sur son chef 
et lordre de la thoison au col, sa femme accoustrée samblablement en 
princesse. Le tout de cuyvre doré. En hault de larcure sont trente deux 
cartiers de lhomme et trente deux cartiers de la femme.” The manu-
script’s transcriptions of the epitaphs do not include the dates of death 
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Yet the impact of Philip’s project in the Low Countries 
transcended the ducal image and titling it propagated. 
His tomb set the standard for wall monuments in which 
priants were presented under a triumphal arch with coats 
of arms attached to its intrados — a format much-imitat-
ed by noblemen of lower rank around mid-century. The 
monument for Pierre d’Herbais, his wife Hendrika van 
Immerseel and their son Jacques d’Herbais in Pepingen 
translated the monument in stone, retaining the transi 
below but reducing the number of quarters of nobility 
(fig. 33). The contemporary wall monument for Hendrik 
van Horne (d. 1540) in Anderlecht is another beautiful 
derivative, although slightly simplified to judge from its 
current state (fig. 34). Even more importantly, Philip’s 
monument introduced a new type of tomb sculpture 
that broke longstanding conventions. The influence it 
had on the c. 1531–34 tomb of Engelbert ii of Nassau and 
Cimburga of Baden in Breda (fig. 1) is evident. Art his-
torians have called that monument’s open structure and 
elevating virtues rather than pleurants groundbreaking, 
but these now in fact largely appear to draw on Philip’s 
tomb.124 Andries de Seron’s possible role in both projects 
may explain this connection, although no precise docu-
mentation survives to conclusively prove it. 
More importantly, Philip’s monument introduced 
the first priant tomb in Netherlandish tomb sculpture. 
of the deceased, suggesting that they were still alive when the tomb was 
completed. On the elevation, see Janssens, op. cit. (note 113), p. 130.
124 Kavaler, op. cit. (note 1), pp. 20–21, and pp. 27–28 and 34–35 for 
the identification of virtues as the supporting figures.
34 Tomb of Hendrik van Horne, after 1540. Anderlecht, Church of 
Sts Peter and Guido (© KiK-iRpa, Brussels)
33 Tomb of Pierre d’Herbais, Hendrika van Immerseel and Jacques 
d’Herbais, after 1535. Pepingen, Church of St Martin (© KiK-iRpa, 
Brussels)
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Its pioneering role is illustrated by its use in subsequent 
tombs. The most notable of these is certainly that for the 
Liège Prince-Bishop Erard de la Marck in the Cathedral 
of St Lambert (fig. 2). A relative of the Lord of Ravenstein, 
he was closely involved in Philip’s foundation. He was 
one of the executors appointed in Philip’s last will and 
as such was partly responsible for the financial arrange-
ment of his funeral chapel. He also led the funeral ser-
vices of both Françoise and Philip.125 Installed in March 
1528, immediately after the completion of the Ravenstein 
chapel, De la Marck’s tomb creatively drew on his cous-
in’s example. It similarly combined a priant figure with 
the virtues in a monument composed of both marble and 
brass. Nevertheless, it pushed the iconography of Death 
further, turning the reclining transi into an active figure, 
summoning the priant. In contrast to what is usually 
claimed, Philip’s tomb is therefore a much more probable 
source than Charles viii’s in Saint-Denis.126
Finally, toward the middle of the century, the format 
that Philip of Cleves had introduced into Netherlandish 
funerary sculpture could meaningfully become an em-
blem of Catholic orthodoxy. This is strikingly illustrat-
ed by the cenotaph for George van Egmond, Bishop of 
 Utrecht, canon of St Lambert’s in Liège and closely con-
nected to De la Marck. The now empty black marble arch 
in the choir of Utrecht Cathedral (fig. 22) once held his 
kneeling effigy, perpetually directing its prayers to the 
Eucharist in the sacrament house at the opposite side 
of the choir and as such recording his Catholic belief for 
eternity.127 At a time when the spreading of Protestant 
thought increasingly turned kneeling in churches into 
something highly controversial, the sudden popularity of 
the priant is striking, and cannot simply be explained by 
the emulation of an illustrious model. In particular spa-
tial settings, the choice of an iconographic format that 
froze donors in that very devotional act in both space 
and time should be seen as expressions of religious con-
viction. Through the requested eternal rituals that com-
monly accompanied the installation of tombs, these 
donors- as-priants were not merely spectators by proxy 
but became perpetual participants in the Catholic ritual 
of the Mass. Thus, although largely forgotten, the inno-
vative monument of Philip of Cleves marked a decisive 
shift in post mortem commemoration in the Low Coun-
tries, one that would reverberate down the centuries.
DepaRtMent of HiStoRy
gHent univeRSity
Appendix – Description of the Ravenstein tombs in 
the 1560s, possibly by Jacques Le Boucq (Paris, Biblio-
thèque nationale de France, Ms. fr. 5234)
[Fol. 58] En ladite eglise des Jacopins a Bruxelles au 
mitan du coeur y a une riche tombe fort eslevee, le tout de 
cuyvre, cest de messire Adolf, duc en Cleves, Seigneur de 
Ravesteyn. Il est couchie avec sa iie femme aupres de luy. 
Ilz portent chacun chappeaulx de conte sur leur chief. 
Ledit Adolf est armé, vestu dung long manteau de prince 
fouré dhermynes et a ung lyon pour marchepied, et sa 
femme deux petis chiens.
Au pied de la tombe est telle escripture en latin tenue 
par deux anges:
Illustrissimis princeps et dominus dominus
Adolphus clivensis primus dux natus et
generosissima eius coniunx domina Anna
Philippi boni burgundie ducis filia hic sepulta
completa chori huius sollempniter per eos
fundata structura ad cultus divini augmentum
suarum salut. animae
sequentia firmitate servari statuerunt perpetua
in primis duas cotidianas missas, unam pro
ipsius domini anime refrigerio circa nonam
alteram pro domine anima circa octavam horam
statuerunt celebrari. Quodque post utriusque
[Fol. 58v] misse finem ad eorum sepulchrum legat
celebrans de profundis et collectum pro defunctis
Insuper in eorum aniversariis provisores sancti
Eligii harum ordinationum observatores pauperibus.
125 De Chestret de Haneffe, op. cit. (note 35), p. 235; Ral, vD, no. 
687, fols. 21v-22v; Marchant, op. cit. (note 3), fol. 1v; Rugher, op. cit. 
(note 21), fols. 149, 151v and 152v.
126 Kockerols, op. cit. (note 1).
127 For this monument, see A. de Groot, De Dom van Utrecht in de 
zestiende eeuw: inrichting, decoratie en gebruik van de katholieke kathedraal, 
Utrecht 2013, pp. 120 and 277, and R. Suykerbuyk and A.-L. Van Bru-
aene, “Towering piety: sacrament houses, local patronage and an early 
Counter-Reformation spirit (1520–1566),” in Kavaler, Scholten and 
Woodall, op. cit. (note 1), pp. 118–59, pp. 128, 138 and 147.
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Au chief du tombeau sont les armes dudit Adolf tym-
brees, et celles de sa femme en lozenge a deux costez: 
[drawings of the three coats of arms]
Au coste dextre dudit tombeau sont les xvi quartiers 
dudit seigneur telz que voyez:
[Fol. 59; drawings of 16 coats of arms]
[Fol. 59v] Au costé senestre se voyent les seizes 
quartiers de sa femme: [drawings of 16 coats of arms]
[Fol. 60] Lepitaphe est tel:
Soubz ceste lame gist le corps de noble memoire de 
Adolf duc en Cleves, seigneur de Ravestayn etc, filz 
puisné de Adolf duc de Cleves et de dame Marie 
de Bourgogne, fille germaine du bon duc Philippe 
de Bourgogne, lequel apres avoir noury cestuy son 
nepveu le allya par mariage a tresnoble dame Beatrix 
de Coymbre, fille de linfant domp Petre, duc de 
Coymbre, filz, frere et oncle de rois de Portugal, dont 
deulx est demore Philippe duc et conte esdictz pays, 
seigneur de Ravesteyn, leur seul heritier. Apres le 
deces de ceste dame dont le corps gist au Quesnoy ce 
deffunct se remaria a noble et puissante dame Anne 
fille dudict bon duc Philippe, ces deux conjoinctes 
apres avoir vescqu ensamble xxii ans et aians en ce 
lieu dont ilz sont fondateurs esleu leur sepulture. 
Ledit seigneur Adolf dellaissant ladite dame Anna sa 
douagiere trespassa le xviiie jour de Septembre mil 
iiiic iiiixx xii et icelle dame Anne quy cy gist lez sondit 
seigneur trespassa le xviie jour de janvier lan de notre 
seigneur xvc et vii. Pries dieu pour leurs ames.
[Fol. 60v] Au costé dextre du coer est une fort riche 
chapelle où est ensepvely le corps de messire Philippe de 
Cleves, seigneur de Ravestayn, filz dudict messire Adolf. 
Sa sepulture est dessoulz une arcure a jour et sont au cir-
cuit de ladite arcure xxxii cartiers de luy et xxxii de sa 
femme. Embas est ung mort couchie. Les quatre vertus 
soubstiennent sur leur chief une lame de marbre poly, ou 
est a genoulx ledit seigneur avecq sa femme derriere luy. 
Il est armé dung long manteau foure dermynes, cachun 
ung chappeau de conte sur le chief. Le tout faict fort ex-
quisement de cuyvre doré de fin or. Les cartiers allentour 
sont telz:
Seize cartiers paternelz: [drawings of 16 coats of arms]
[Fol. 61] Seize cartiers maternelz: [drawings of 16 
coats of arms]
[Fol. 61v] Trente deux cartiers de dame Franchoise de 
Luxembourg:
Seize cartiers paternelz: [drawings of 16 coats of arms]
[Fol. 62] Seize cartiers maternelz: [drawings of 16 
coats of arms]
[Fol. 62v] Audessus de lepitaphe sont ses armes avecq 
les quatre quartiers: [drawings of 5 coats of arms]
[Fol. 63] Lepitaphe dict ainsy:
Philippe de Cleves, noble prince haultain
cy gist estant seigneur de Ravestain
Notoire il est de son tresnoble gendre
Ces monstrances le font entendre.
Noble vertu dhonneur la directive
Il augmenta sa noblesse natifve
Prudent estoit et juste en equité
Faire, discret et aymant verité
Bien temere en ses faictz et en dictz
De bon moyen ne passant les edictz
Tousiours bien asses il appere
en fortune fut adverse ou prospere
Par mer par terre en bellicieux effors
Preux et hardy et vaillant de son corps
aux bons honneurs, de paix grand amateur
du bien publicq le grand conservateur
et grand donneur au povre bien facteur
a tous le monde de ses biens largiteur
or mort la pris et ly a en ses faictz
Dieu luy donne paradis a jamais.
Trespassa lan 1527 28 de janvier.
a JaMaiS / vouS Seul.*
* The mottoes of Philip and Françoise are drawn on two banderoles, at 
the left flanked by Philip’s crowned emblem – as of yet unidentified – 
and at the right by a thistle.
